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How to use this manual   
This manual provides Farmer Business School (FBS) facilitators with the tools, skills, and 
knowledge that will allow them to guide farmers as they go through their FBS experience. Through 
FBS, we hope for farmers to improve their business skills and obtain a better understanding of the 
different aspects relating to the agricultural product market through a learning-by-doing method. 
 
This manual is intended for and speaks to facilitators. 
 
The manual is divided into three parts and six main modules, comprising a total of 13 to 14 
sessions. An additional two sessions, on preparation for the FBS and actual business launching, 
have been added. 
 
Each session includes the following sections:  
 
Objectives of the training session 
 
Tip/s for facilitators 
 
Key learning points including main concepts and knowledge  
 
Learning exercises which detail specific activities, including objectives, time duration, 
materials, and implementing steps 
 
Main questions that the participants should be able to answer after each session 
 
While most of the examples used in this manual refer mostly to the safe vegetable business in Lao 
Cai province, Vietnam, the learnings can be used for other agricultural products. 
 
You, as a facilitator, have the flexibility to choose modules as well as sessions/topics to guide the 


















































Preparation: Rationale and Organization of  
a Farmer Business School 
Session 13. How to make a sales contract? 
Session 1. What benefits does production 
and business as a group bring? 
 
Learning and working together  
Session 3. How to vision your business  
in the future? 
Session 4. Do you want to participate into 
a value chain? 
Session 5. How to help the farmers to 
strategically think of innovating their 
business in the market/value chain? 
Session 6. How to identify and assess market 
opportunities? 
6a. Conducting a visit to the market and identifying 
market/value chain actors 
6b. Identifying and assessing market opportunities 
Session 7. How to develop market-oriented innovations?  
7a. Identifying innovations to address market opportunities 
and learning actions  
7b. Testing innovations and sharing  
Session 8. How to do business planning? 
 
Why do you do business planning? 
Components of business plans 
 
 
















 Module 4  
Identifying 
innovations 





Session 9. How to do record keeping? 
Why do you need to do record keeping and 
accounting? Types of record keeping and 
accounting 






Session 11. How to get effective  
selling skills? 
 
Session 12. How to be a good negotiator? 
Actual development and assessment of tested 
innovations 
Business launching and promotion 













































Session 2. How is the capacity of the groups 





























Objectives and duration for modules and sessions  
MODULE OBJECTIVE SESSION DURATION 
Preparation: 
Rationale and 
Organization of a 
Farmer Business 
School 
Steps to prepare for the FBS will 
be provided in this session. 
 
1 hour 20 
minutes 
PART A. IDENTIFYING MARKET OPPORTUNITIES AND BUSINESS INNOVATIONS 
1. Group formation 
and strengthening 
Guides participants to understand 
the benefits of working within a 
group. The module aims to assess 
existing business capacities and 
resources of individuals and 
group as a first step to learning 
and working together effectively. 
1. The benefits of 
producing and doing 
business as a group 
2 hours 
2. My and my group’s 
capacity 
2 hours and 
30 minutes 
3. My farming business 
in the future 
2 hours 
2.  Market/value 
chain concepts & 
innovations 
Provides participants with key 
concepts on marketing, value 
chains, market chains, business 
innovations, and value addition. 
The participants are guided to 
strategically think of innovating 
their business in the market/value 
chain. 
4. Participating in a 
value chain 
2 hours 
5. Innovating to put 
my farming business  
strategically in the 
market/value chain 
2 hours 




Teaches the participants how to 
collect market information, and 
to identify and assess market 
opportunities with strong 
interaction with actors along the 
chains. By encouraging 
participants to share market 
opportunities identified with 
other chain actors, this module 
will enable the participants to 
establish long-term relationship 
with market actors.   




3 hours and 
30 minutes 
6b. Identifying and 
assessing market 
opportunities 




Aims to introduce to participants 
technological, commercial and 
institutional innovations in 
collaboration with other chain 
7a. Identifying 
innovations to address 
market opportunities 




actors in order for participants to 
be able to respond to market 
opportunities identified in the 
previous module. This module 
also guides participants to design 
action plans to test innovations. 
Through this module, the 
participants are able to identify 





2 hours 30 
PART B. BUSINESS PLANNING 
5. Business planning 
and registration 
Aims to develop business plans to 
make use of innovations 
identified in the previous module. 
The participants will make 
distribution, production and 
organizational plans. This module 
guides participants to do 
accounting for their business. 
8. Business planning 2 or 3 hours 
9. Record keeping 
1 hours and 
30 minutes 
10. Registering the 
business 
30 minutes 
PART C. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
6. Marketing skills 
Teaches the participants some 
skills to be able to market their 
products effectively. 
11.  Marketing and 
selling effectively 
2 hours 
12. Becoming a good 
negotiator 
2 hours 
13. Developing a sales 
contract 
1 hours and 
30 minutes 
Business launching 
Helps the participants to improve 
their skills to deliver products to 
the market. The participants have 
an opportunity to showcase their 
products to potential markets and 
strengthen their relationship with 
market actors. 
Actual development 


















In Southeast Asia, eight projects, including four in Vietnam, were reported to have used the 
Farmer Business School (FBS) approach in the period 2008 to 2018. In Vietnam, FBS was first 
piloted with farmers of indigenous vegetables in Lao Cai province through the Increasing the safe 
production, promotion and utilisation of indigenous vegetables by women in Vietnam and 
Australia” (AGB/2006/112) project which ran from 2008 to 2012. The FBS curriculum consisted of 
modules covering market-oriented farm management and targeted participants already with 
initial experiences and/or current livelihoods on farm businesses. A major lesson from the pilot is 
that while farmers were oriented to produce for markets, they did so with a limited understanding 
of market opportunities and weak experience linkages to other value-chain actors and support-
service providers. Thus, the current project (AGB/2012/059) from 2014 to 2018 had sought to 
provide a more comprehensive FBS framework with an enhanced curriculum to encourage on-
farm production that is driven by clear market demands and opportunities, while also exploring 
institutional mechanisms for sustaining and scaling FBS beyond the project.  
 
What is Farmer Business School?  
Farmer Business School is a participatory learning approach to support farmer groups’ 
participation in agricultural market/value chains. The training guides the farmers to carry out 
collective actions in production and business in order to increase income and flexibly respond to 
market demands. The core learning focus of FBS is on reorienting farmers’ perspectives toward 
market-driven technological and institutional innovations that enable them to strengthen business 
relationships based on trust, collaboration and equitable benefit with value chain actors.  
 
Key features of FBS 
Participants  Farmers participate in groups of 20 to 30 members. Together, farmers learn 
technical and business knowledge and interact with market chain actors and 
stakeholders such as input suppliers, traders, retailers, transporters, and 
others. 
Approach  FBS activities are based on experiential, field-based and joint learning.  
In FBS, the “field” is not only the farm but the entire market/value chain.  
Scope FBS covers production-marketing cycle spanning approximately 3 to 4 
months. Over this period, FBS group members will participate in/complete 6 
to 14 training days.  
Content FBS is guided by the market/value chain framework. 
Structure The FBS curriculum is flexible and driven by market needs and opportunities. 
Result It is expected that there will be businesses initiated or strengthened after 
farmers participate in a FBS.  
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Preparation: Rationale and Organization of a FBS   
Introduction and FBS orientation  
   Duration: 1 hour 20 minutes 
Format: Group discussion, exercises 
   Materials: Ao paper, pen, color paper, projector (if available) 
    Steps: 
Step Content Duration 
1 Getting to know each other  5 minutes 
2 Introduction on the FBS 30  minutes 
3 Feedback and expectations of participants  15  minutes 
4 Profiling of participants and developing rules  15  minutes 
5 Schedules  15  minutes 
 
Step 1 – Getting to know each other – 5 minutes 
Welcome the participants with a friendly atmosphere. Try to use words that are 
suitable to the locality.   
Suggested game 1. Funny characteristics (If participants come from the same community 
and know one another) 
    Objective: Getting to know each other  
    Duration: 5 minutes  
Form: Playing a game 
     Rules: 
1. Each participant points to the next person, introduce that person with a descriptor. 
For example, Ms. Beautiful Huong.   
2. Each participant may do exaggerated movements (jumping/ spinning) while 





By the end of this session, the participants will be able to: 
 Understand what the FBS is trying to achieve; 
 Appreciate the benefits of the FBS; 
 Know the FBS curriculum; 




Suggested game 2. Remembering names (If participants are not really familiar with one 
another) 
     Objectives: Remembering name 
     Duration: 5 minutes  
Form: Game 
    Materials: 1 ball, tape 
     Rules: 
1. Everybody stands in a circle. The first person holds the ball, introduces his/her name, 
and gives that ball to the next person. Everybody tries to remember names. 
2. The last person holds the ball, tells name of and throws the ball to the opposite 
person. If the name is wrong, that person breaks the rule and is marked by the tape.  
3. Continuing the game and those who break the rule will be corrected.  
 
Step 2 – Introduction to the FBS – 30 minutes 
Participants will want to know the benefits of attending the FBS.  Share success 
stories of farmers or cooperatives who have joined the FBS and are now better-
off in terms of marketing agri-products. Under the framework of the project, an 
example of success story on the FBS is the Di Thang Cooperative, Na Hoi 
commune, Bac Ha district, Lao Cai. You may also think about inviting successful 
cooperatives in the area to share their experience. 
Suggested exercise 1. Introduction of the FBS  
     Objective: Introducing contents, benefits, and organization of the FBS 
     Duration: 15 minutes  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants  
     Materials: Ao paper, pen 
      Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Ask the participants some of the following questions and let the participants discuss.  
- What do you know about the FBS? 
- What is the objectives and benefits of the FBS? 
- What is the difference between the FBS and other training courses?  
2. Gather opinions and write on Ao papers. 
Introduce the objectives and contents of the FBS.  
What is FBS?  
Farmer Business School is a participatory learning approach to 
support farmer groups’ participation in agricultural market/value 
chains. The training guides the farmers to carry out collective actions 
in production and business in order to increase income and flexibly 
respond to market demands. The FBS’s core learning focus is on 
reorienting farmers’ perspectives toward market-driven 
technological and institutional innovations that enable them to 
strengthen business relationships based on trust, collaboration and 
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equitable benefit with value chain actors. 
The FBS shall focus on production techniques and business for safe 
vegetable (The facilitators introduce training curriculum).  
Benefits of FBS 
- To form and strengthen groups for marketing-oriented learning 
and actions  
- To identify and describe all market chain actors and their roles 
- To identify and assess market opportunities 
- To develop business innovations to address market opportunities 
(including technical, marketing, and organizational innovations)  
- To review and approach new technical innovations (e.g. safe 
production, pest and disease management, proper fertilizer use, etc.) 
- To identify knowledge and skills that need to be improved. 
- Develop a business plan 
- To obtain basic marketing skills and enhance knowledge 
(negotiation skills, product marketing skills, etc.)  
Curriculum and 
duration 
See previous pages 
 
Step 3 – Feedback and expectation of the participants – 15 minutes 
Explain clearly that the FBS will cover the whole cycle of vegetable production 
and marketing (around 5-14 days in 3-4 months, 2-3 hours per week), 
depending on the existing knowledge of participants. Emphasize that 
participants must join all the sessions.  
Be ready to respond to questions that participants may have. 
Suggested exercise 2. Getting feedback 
  Objective: Getting feedback from the participants in order to have suitable   
adjustments  
     Duration: 15 minutes  
Form: Group discussion 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Encourage the participants to discuss on a) Duration (1 day/week), b) the facilitators, 
c) training venue, d) other elements including lunch support, e) contents, etc. 
2. Which time is suitable to the whole group? If no agreement, what is the solution?   
3. Other questions. 
4. Take note on an Ao paper. 
Encourage the participants to speak about their overall expectations. The curriculum could 
be adjusted based on expectations and needs of the participants. The participants have the 




Suggested exercise 3. Expectations of the participants   
    Objective: Understand expectations of the participants  
    Duration: 15 minutes  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
   Materials: Ao paper, pens, markers 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Encourage the participants discuss on their knowledge, demands, and expectations. The 
participants are able to suggest topics that are useful for the group.   
Notes for the facilitators: The FBS curriculum is a flexible document and the learnings 
of different groups depend on their current knowledge, needs, and expectations of the 
participants. Note that the participants have the liberty to suggest topics that they 
think will be useful for the group.  
 





group in Cao 
Quang 
commune, Tuyen 







topics they think 
will be useful for 
their group   
 
Step 4 – Filling out the FBS enrollee form and building FBS rules – 15 
minutes 
Ask the participants to fill out the FBS enrollee form, including: name, age, 
sex, qualifications, main livelihoods, crops (in previous and next seasons), 
animals, farming size next season, estimated production, advantages and 
constraints in vegetable production and marketing.  
Suggested exercise 4. Building FBS rules  
      Objective: Building FBS rules 
     Duration: 15 minutes  
 Form: Group discussion  
    Materials: Ao paper, pens 
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     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Explain the participants what the FBS rules are and why we have to comply with the 
rules.  
2. Ask the participants to discuss on their own rules. For instance, on time, family 
members are asked to join the FBS, discussions on a constructive basis, etc.    
3. Ask the group leader to sign in. 
4. Be able to have a box that keeps fines if anyone breaks the rules.   
Step 5 – Time schedule for the FBS – 15 minutes 
Ask the participants to take note of time schedules for their FBS. The facilitators also take 
note.   
Training session Topic Date/Duration Venue Note 
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PART A: IDENTIFY MARKET OPPORTUNITIES AND BUSINESS 
INNOVATIONS 






Session 1  
What benefits does 














This part is applied to those who are acting in a group or have a plan to form a 
new group.  
 
Objective:  
By the end of this session, the participants shall be able to 
1. Understand the importance of farmer group-based learning and actions in 
market chain development;   
2. Analyze what makes a group successful;  
3. Know which kinds of working groups are suitable for them. 
The participants are able to discuss and answer the following main questions:  
1. What are advantages and disadvantages of learning and working together?  
2. How does collaboration contribute to the success of the groups? 





Who are farmer groups?   
Farmer groups (in the framework of the project AGB/2012/059) are defined as 
(1) A group of 10 to 30 farmers voluntarily working and learning together 
(2) Have the same goals and benefits on economic improvement and follow the 
common rules 
(3) Each member has its own role within the group.  
Types of groups in Vietnam 
 Collaborative group: is called by different names such as “common interest groups”, 
“exchange groups”, “clubs”, and “action groups”. Some of more specific 
collaborative groups are mentioned as irrigation collaboration groups, pig raising 
and trading groups, marketing groups, vegetable growing and marketing groups, 
etc.  
Collaborative groups are simple collectives, with at least 3 members and (if any) 
assets. They have no legal status.   
 Cooperative: has a minimum number of 7 members or more.  Cooperatives have 
more members, up to the hundreds.  Cooperatives require labor distribution and 
have a legal status.  
Advantages to produce and do business as a group  
 Group members are able to share knowledge and experience in production, 
business and market information.  
 Group members are easy to access to markets.  
 Group members are more confident in production and business.   
 Group members are easy to get governmental support services and donors (e.g. 
training on production and business skills, etc.). 
 Group members are able to reduce production costs via bulk-purchasing inputs (e.g. 
seed, fertilizer, etc.).  
 Group members are easy to get support from other members.  
 Group members are easy to get a loan for production investment. If the group has a 
saving fund, group members are easy to be financially supported.   
 Group members have a stronger voice in their community and locality.  
Disadvantages to produce and do business as a group   
 Decision on production and business requires more time.  




 Conflicts may occur during the production and business process.  
 Some group members may not follow common rules.  
 Group members may not cooperate and share knowledge.  
Characteristics of successful groups   
 Group members actively cooperate and orient to group benefits.  
 The group leader is active in group facilitation.  
 Group members join the group on a constructive spirit and resolve conflicts.   
 The group and its members develop business plans.  
 Members’ income significantly increases.   
 
  
 Duration: 2 hours  
Form: Discussion, interaction within the group  
 Materials: Ao paper, pens, color 
  Steps 
 
Step 1 – Working together – 30 minutes 
Explain what advantages of working in a group are.  
 
Suggested exercise 1.1. Working together 
    Objective: Understand the advantages of working in a group  
    Duration: 30 minutes  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
   Materials: Ao paper, pens, colour papers, papers 
    Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Divide the participants into 2-3 small groups (5-6 people/group). Each group assign a 
group leader.  
2. The discussion will be framed under 3 main questions: 
Step Content Duration 
1 Working together  30 minutes 
2 Benefits to produce and do business as a group 30 minutes 
3 Roles of group members 30 minutes 
4 Group rule development  30 minutes 
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+ Have you ever worked together in any activity?  
+ Do you know why we need to work together?  
+ Do you see any benefit from working together?  
3. Provide each group 10 minutes, ask them to discuss and give an example on any 
successful collaborative activity that they have done. Examples can be community 
activities or family work (e.g. funeral, wedding, labor exchange in agriculture, etc.).  
Ask the participants to imagine the outcome if they had to do the work on their own. 
4. Encourage the groups to briefly present.  
5. Orient participants to think of learning and working together in production and 
business.  
+ Have you ever cooperated in any production and business activity? (E.g. buying 
inputs, selling products, seeking the market, etc.)  
 
Step 2 – Advantages in production and business as a group – 30 minutes 
The facilitators will start this step by explaining benefits to work in groups.    
 
 
Suggested exercise 1.2. Advantages in production and business as a group and 
characteristics of successful groups  
     Objective: Understand advantages and disadvantages of working in a group 
     Duration: 30 minutes  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, tape 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Ask the participants to list all advantages and disadvantages of working individually 
and in a group. Be able to start with the following guide questions:  
+ What are advantages and disadvantages of working individually?  
+ What are advantages and disadvantages of working in a group?  
Create a below table and write down opinions.  
Content Advantage Disadvantage 
Individual production and business    
Group production and business    
E.g. Group production and business has advantages: shared work, shared soil or 
capital, shared experience, cost saving by together buying inputs or transporting, 
getting good prices by group negotiation, higher profit, meeting more 
buyers/consumers, etc. 
Group production and business has disadvantages:  Takes time for decision making, 
conflicts, hard to create truth, etc. 
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2. Ask the participants to discuss and point out characteristics of successful groups and 
write down on an A0 paper. Some of the guide questions as follows: 
+ How does working together contribute to the success of the group?  
+ What are the characteristics of a successful group? 
3. Summarize what has been discussed.   
 
Step 3 – Definition of roles and responsibilities of each member – 30 
minutes 
In this step, for recently formed working groups, the facilitators will guide the 
participants to assign roles and responsibilities to each member (group 
leader, group vice leader, and other members). To seasoned groups, where roles of each 
member has been clearly assigned, the group leader, vice leader and other members will 
present their roles and responsibilities.  
Suggested exercise 1.3. Definition of roles and responsibilities of group members 
     Objective: Define roles and responsibilities of each member  
     Duration: 30 minutes  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Papers, pens, notebooks 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. For the recently formed groups: 
The participants determine the roles and responsibilities of the group leader and 
members.  
Sample guide questions: 
+ If you are the group leader, what do you think should be your responsibilities? 
What do you think should be the responsibilities of other group members? 
+ If you are group members, what do you think should be your responsibilities?  
2. Let the participants discuss. Depending on the size of the group, divide the 
participants into small groups (5-6 people/group).  
3. Let the group write on a board or Ao papers as follows:  
Group leader Member  
Manage group activities, build the 
relationship with buyers  
Join in the activities   
Organize periodic group meetings for 
experience share in production and 
business  
Active in knowledge and experience 
sharing  
 
Active in all activities Active in production and business   
Encourage other members to join in 
the activities  
  
4. Lead the group discuss their answers and complete the above table.  




Note to the facilitators: Consider gender balances: The facilitators need to 
express with the group leader on a gender mixture of men and women in 




Step 4 – Group rule development – 30 minutes 
As the farmers agree to work and learn in groups, it is necessary for them to 
develop the rules for their own groups. These rules must be developed by 
group members themselves. Group rules encourage the farmers to act more 
responsibly. The group rules could be adjusted periodically based on group 
characteristics (every 6 months, every year, etc.) 
Suggested exercise 1.4. Group rule development   
     Objective: Group rule development   
     Duration: 30 minutes  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao papers, pens. 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Guide the participants to develop group rules and write on Ao paper.  
- Duration of rule  
- Timeliness and reasons in case of absence. 
- Comittment to information and experience sharing in production and business.  
- Obeying group rules.   
- Activeness and participation frequency in training sessions.  
- Transparene in finance if group savings exist. Take note the amount of money in 
group fund.   
- Responsibilities of group management board (identify specifically).  
- Rules on savings and loans (if any). 
- Other rules.  





PART A: IDENTIFYING MARKET OPPORTUNIES AND 
BUSINESS INNOVATIONS  
Module 1: Group formation and strengthening   
 
 
Session 2  
What and how are the 


















This part is applied to the participants that work in a group or expect to 
form a new group.  
Objective:  
By the end of this session, the participants shall be able to assess 
1. Linkage amongst group members. Strengths and weaknesses of the 
group are identified; 
2. Assests and capacities of the group and its members.  
The participants are able to discuss and answer the following main 
questions:  
1. What capacities and assets are required to pursue the business 
interests? 
2. Which of these capacities and assets do you already have? Are they 
sufficient for success?  
3. Which of these capacities and assets do you lack? How do you plan to 







The farmers will strengthen their group when they actually understand the linkages, 
activities and identify strengths and weaknesses of their group. In addition, each 
member has to understand their own strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
challenges. 
As soon as they identify their weaknesses, they will think of solutions. Once they 
think of opportunities, they will think of how to make full use of these opportunities. 
The moment they understand their group’s activities, they will identify roles and 
responsibilities of each member.  
Strengths Of the group and family. E.g. lots of land, abundant labor, etc.  
Weakness 
Of the group and family. As soon as weaknesses are identified, 
think of solutions. 
Opportunity 
External impacts that bring many opportunities for the group and 
the family to develop their production and business.  
Challenge External difficulties that the group and family have no control.  
 
Livelihood assets  
 Human (individual capacities): skills, knowledge, health, ability to work, market 
information, ability to negotiate, etc. 
 Personal assets: land, water, ability to adapt to new demand for production, 
etc.  
 Tools and infrastructure: production tools, livestock and equipment, road, etc. 
 Group capacities and relationships: membership, informal networks, 
relationship with traders, relationship with trust that facilitate cooperation and 
economic opportunities, etc.  
 Financial: savings, loans, income from trade, employment, and remittance, etc.  
 
Competencies for business success  
Business success has the following competences1: 
 
                                                   
1 The Agricultural Training Institute. 2015. Farm Business School for the Filipino Farmers. A 
Facilitator’s Manual. Capacity Building of Small Farmers in Entrepreneurship Development and 
Market Access (TCP/PHI/3402). Philipines. 244 pages. 












- Pays attention to the needs and demands of people.  
- Acts immediately on marketable ideas.    
- Understands that the common businesses have high competition in 
their common markets while niche businesses offer lower 
competition, resulting in higher revenues and profit.   
Risk taking - Calculates risks by identifying the most beneficial alternative 
courses of action to minimize effect of risks on net profit.   
- Anticipates loss and counters it with feasible alternatives.  
- Understands that in business, seasoned entrepreneurs sometimes 




- Performs business tasks better, faster, cheaper without putting 
aside safety and quality.  




- Faces a significant obstacle with a good plan of action.  
- Identifies a good alternative to every decision to meet a challenge 









- Gathers data, information or feedbacks from clients, suppliers and 
competitors to use for the improvement of products or services. 
- Studies the market personally for innovations of new product 
development. 
- Talks with experts for technical advice.  
Goal setting - Sets goals and objectives which are specific and that guarantees 
customer satisfaction 
Good planning 
and monitoring  
 
- Designs a well-organized plan with clearly defined methods. 





- Equipped with the skills to advertise products and servcices to 
customers 
- Accomplishes the business objectives; taps key people who can be 





- Develops self-trust in the attainment of goals and objectives.  






                                               
 Duration: 2 hours 30 minutes 
Form: Group discussion  
 Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, human shaped cards in 4 colors 
  Steps2: 
Step Content Duration 
1 
Identify current and future group linkage  
(For existing groups) 
1 hour 
2 
Identify the management board/leader 
(For existing groups) 
30 minutes 
3 




Step 1 – Identify current and future group linkage – 1 hour 
The objective is to collect information on 
- Structure of the group 
- The process of decision making in the group.  
 
Suggested exercise 2.1. Identify current and future group linkage  
     Objective: Identify structure of current and future group linkage.  
     Duration: 1 hour  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, tape, small human shaped cards for 
members, big human shaped cards for managers.   
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Introduce the objective: To understand activities of groups and discuss to find 
more effective solutions.  
2. Explain structure and activities of the group at present.  
Notes to the facilitators: You can ask the group to take an example on the 
last activity.  
 
a. Describe current group structure and discuss on roles of each member: The 
facilitators ask the participants to use human shaped cards to describe the group 
structure. 
The facilitators question: Why this arrangment? 
                                                   














b. Describe the linkage of the group during the implementation of one specific 
action/decision: Ask the participants “How is the linkage amongst group members 
help carry out a specific action? E.g. vegetable production or marketing?  
Guide the participants to use arrows/connecting lines to describe the movement 
of information and linkage.  
 
Notes to the facilitators: Pay attention to gender during arrangement.  Mark 
or use different human shaped cards to differentiate Men/Women.  
 
c. Analyze advantages and disadvantages of the current group structure:  
The facilitators ask the participants two guiding questions and let them discuss. 
Write discussions on Ao papers.  
+ Is the group statisfied with this linkage? 
+ What can you change to make the group function better?  
3. Identify desired structure:  
a. Identify desired structure: The facilitators ask the participants “What should 
you change to make the group better?” 
The facilitators ask the participants to use human shaped cards to describe the 






b. Analyze advantages and disadvantages of the future structure: 
Ask the participants two guiding questions and let them discuss: 
+ What are advantages with such structure?  
+ What are disadvantages with such structure?  
4. Identify activities that need to be adjusted:  
Ask the participants the following guiding questions and let them discuss. Write 
discussions on Ao papers.  
+ What will you do to make the group act more effectively?  
5. Ask several participants to present. Encourage others to discuss and give opinions.  
  
 
Figure 1: Current structure of Gia Phu 
Cooperative, Gia Phu commune, Bao 
Thang district, Lao Cai province   
Figure 2: Desired structure of Gia Phu 
Cooperative, Gia Phu commune, Bao 




Step 2 – Identify the management board – 30 minutes 
This step is to collect information on the management board/leader and 
identify their demands for knowledge and skill improvement in order to 





Suggested exercise 2.2. Identify the management board/leader – 30 minutes 
  Objective: Understand demands and expectations of the management 
board/leader 
     Duration: 30 minutes  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color, tape 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Introduce the objective:  
Identify what the management board/leader needs to improve in their knowledge 
and skills to manage the group more effectively.  
2. Analyze current capacities of the management board/leader. Divide the group into 
two small groups. 
a. Identify work that the management board/leader is doing well. Guide groups 
to discuss the following guide questions: 
+ What has the management board/leader been doing well?  
+ Provide specific examples 
b. Identify work that the management board/leader are expected to do well. 
Guide two groups to discuss the following guide questions  
+ Which responsibilities is the management board/leader expected to do better? 
Why?  
3. Identify knowledge and skills that the management board/leader needs: 
Guide two groups to discuss the following guide question: 
+ What knowledge and skills does the management board/leader need to enhance 
group management?  
Two groups write on Ao paper as follows: 













4. Ask each group to present. Other members contribute opinions.  
 
Step 3 – Individual and group capacity assessment – 1 hour 
The objective of step 3 is to help the participants assess their production 





on this step, the participants can consider appropriate selection of innovations for 
their capacities.  
Suggested exercise 2.3. Individual and group capacity assessment – 1 hour 
     Objective: Assessing production, market access, and group linkage capacities  
     Duration: 1 hour  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color pens, tape, color papers 
  Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Introduce the objective:  
To assess capacities in production and linkage of the group in order to identify 
demands/needs for knowledge and skill improvement. 
2. Identify criteria to assess three levels: e.g. very good, good, and medium: 
The facilitators ask questions to help the participants identify indicators to assess 
three levels: very good/good/medium. Draw three columns on an Ao paper and 
write down indicators.   
Suggestions to identify indicators for production capacities: 
- Who are the best producers in your group?  
- Why are they considered to be productive? (in terms of knowledge, planting skills, 
complying with technical rules, etc.) 
- What is the difference between good producers and very good producers? 
- What is the difference between medium producers and good producers?  
Suggestions to identify indicators for capacities to link with buyers: 
- Who can best liason with outsiders within our group (e.g. input suppliers, traders, 
collectors, wholesalers, retailers, restaurants, etc.)? Which levels do they belong? 
- Which capacities do these members have to liason well with buyers? (e.g. very 
good producers signing a contract with buyers, good producers building strong trading 
relationship with buyers, etc.) 
Suggestions to identify indicators for capacities to link with local authorities, bank, etc.  
- Who is able to liason link with local authorities and banks?   
- Which capacities do these members own to do well? (Abilities to propose an 
issue, ability to reflect, etc.) 
- How are these capacities in good groups? How different with other groups?  
Suggestions to identify indicators for market capacities: 
- Which households are selling the most? Which households have stable buyers? Why?  
- Which factors contributes to stable marketing? (e.g. signing contracts with buyers, 
seeking information on consumer preference, etc.) 
3. Explain to the participants that based on mentioned indicators, categorize 





Ask why they arranged this way?  
4. Identify desired objectives/changes:  
- Which changes in these categories does your group want for next year/season?  
- When can medium groups be arranged into good ones?  
- When can good groups be arranged in very good ones?  
- Which groups do you belong to? If you belong to a medium group, which 
knowledge and skills do you need to improve? 
5. Ask participants to discuss on solutions for group improvement. Encourage 
participants to present and share opinions. 










Very Good Group Good Group Medium Group 
- Area: 0.5-1 ha 
- Yield:>5 tons/season (2 
seasons per year) 
- Revenue: >100 mil 
VND/year 
- Have technical 
knowledge (10 scores) 
- Know how to do 
accounting 
- 100% of produce under 
safe production 
- Invest in cement pillars, 
facilities (20-40mil VND) 
- Update market 
information frequently 
- Area: 0.2 – 0.8 ha 
- Yield: 2-4 tons/season (2 
seasons per year) 
- Revenue: 50-80 mil 
VND/year 
- Have technical 
knowledge (7-8 scores) 
- Know how to do 
accounting 
- 70-90% of produce 
under safe production 
- Invest in cement pillars, 
facilities (10-15 mil VND) 
- Update market 
information frequently 
- Area: 0.2 – 0.8 ha 
- Yield: <2 tons/season (2 
seasons per year) 
- Revenue: <40 mil 
VND/year 
- Have technical 
knowledge (5-6 scores) 
- Know how to do 
accounting 
- <50% of produce under 
safe production 
- Invest in cement pillars, 
facilities (<10 mil VND) 


























- Get technical knowledge 
and experience from 
training and villagers/ 
outsiders 
- Apply knowledge to 
production 
- Update market 
information frequently 
- Frequently support each 
other in selling 
 
- Learning visits to get 
experience  
- Build relationship with 



























district, Lao Cai 
province 
Very Good Good Medium 
- Have certificate for safe 
production 
- Update information on 
demand and prices 
frequently in order for 
production adjustment  
- Have written contracts 
with partners 
- Good in negotiation skills 
- Have certificate for safe 
production 
- Update information on 
demand and prices 
frequently in order for 
production adjustment  
- Have oral contracts with 
partners 
 
- Have certificate for safe 
production 
- Update information on 
demand and prices not 
frequently in order for 
production adjustment  





















district, Lao Cai 
province 
Solutions 
- All households need to be trained frequently and updated information on negotiation skills, 
skills to develop a contract, skills for marketing  
- All members need to be trained on marketing skills 
- All members need to be active in seeking buyers  
- Develop the brand for the produce 








PART A: IDENTIFYING MARKET OPPORTUNIES AND 
BUSINESS INNOVATIONS 




Session 3  
How to envision your 















By the end of this session, the participants shall be able to envision their 
business in the future. 
 
The participants discuss and answer the following main question:  
1. How has group and family businesses performed after 6 months, 1 







A common issue for farmers is that they hardly spend time to think of what they want 
in the future.  
A clear vision and specific objectives for short, medium and long term can help 
farmers plan their production and business activities more easily and proactively. The 
more specific the objectives, the better the farmers envision their business.  
Objective 6 months 1 year 1.5 years 
Production What do you want to produce? What do you want to change in 
order to improve current production? How much land area do you 
want to expand?  
Marketing Which customers do you want to approach?  
How much volume do you want to sell?  
Knowledge and 
skills 
Which technical knowledge do you want to apply? Which business 
skills do you need to improve?  
Tools Which production tools will you require (e.g. net house)? 
Production 
distribution 
How do you assign group members in production?  
With each of these objectives, farmers can identify pathways and solutions to achieve 
them. 
 
Suggested exercise 3.1. Business visioning3 
     Objective: Identify business vision for the future  
     Duration: 2 hours  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color pens, tape 
   Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Divide participants into small subgroups (7-10 persons/group) 
2. Prepare Ao papers and questions for participants to discuss.  
+ Have you ever set up a business vision and objective for your own family and/or 
your group (e.g. increase volume of products sold next season; sign a contract 
with a supermarket next year, etc.)? What did you do? 
                                                   
3 Referenced on “Tool on dream road”. Oxfam and CECEM. 2017. GALS. Phase 1. Facilitator’s Manual. 






Let the participants discuss and explain them that setting up specific objectives 
will help them develop business plans better. 
3. Desires in the future  
- Ask the participants to first draw a circle or a square that describe the future 






- Ask the participants the following:  
+ What positive changes do you expect your family/group to have in next season? 
How about production? How about marketing? How about segmentation in 
production? 
- Encourage the participants to discuss and write in Ao papers. 
4. Describe current situation 
- Ask the participants to draw the second circle or square to describe the present.  





- Ask the following:  
+ At present, how is your group/family producing? How is the marketing? Do you 
collaborate with other households in production allocation? 
- Encourage the participants to discuss and write in Ao papers.  
2. Identify activities that need to be carried out to reach the set objective 
- The facilitators ask questions: 
+ From now on, which activities need to be done to achieve your objectives?   
+ Which knowledge and skills need to be 
improved?  
- Encourage the participants to discuss and 
write down in 2 circles or squares.  
 
3. Encourage participants to discuss, present and share opinions.   
 
Notes to the facilitators:  
This exercise is able to be done in short term (6 months), medium term (1 
year) and long term (3 years). 






























PART A: IDENTIFYING MARKET OPPORTUNIES AND 
BUSINESS INNOVATIONS 




Session 4  
Do you want to 


















Guide this part to newly formed groups and/or to participants who have 
not been guided on market/value chains. For participants who have basic 
knowledge already, the facilitators will go directly to Module 3. 
“Identifying market opportunities”. 
Objective:  
By the end of this session, the participants shall have good understanding  
1. Value chains and roles of the market/value chain actors; 
2. The importance of value addition. 
The participants can discuss and answer the main questions: 
1. Via whom are products tranferred? What are their specific roles in the 
chain? 
2. Who do you sell your products to? 







A good understanding on market chains, value chains, business, and the role of other 
actors within the chain will help the farmers have a better approach to markets and 
actors. In addition, the farmers will know the importance of increasing product value 
when entering the market. 
What is a “Chain”?4  
A “Chain” describes the linkages between people and organizations involved in 
producing and marketing agricultural products.  
What is market chain and value chain? 
Market chain Value chain 
1. A set of linkages between actors 
where there are no formal and informal 
relationships. 
2. One-off transaction, buy and sell 
3. No long-term relationships with 
buyers, lack of trust  
4. Farmers as price takers  
5. Little understanding of market needs  
A specific type of chain where actors 
actively seek to support each other. 
 
- Longer term relationship between 
buyer and selling, building trust 
- Exchange of market information, 
potential to innovate   
- Negotiation of prices, quality 
standards, supply continuity, etc. 
- Value addition  
- Potential for collective agreements 
Why do we need to understand market/value chain?  
 To orient to the market before making decision on production.  
 To improve fairness throughout the chain, while adding value to the end 
product. 
 To identify who are the targeted buyers. 
 To understand the needs of the market in order to seize new business 
opportunities. 
 
Who are actors in the chain and where do you stand?  
                                                   
4 Referenced on DA-CHARMP2 and CIP-FoodSTART. 2014. Farmer Business School: Facilitator's 
manual. Department of Agriculture – Second Cordillera Highland Agricultural Resource Management 
Project and International Potato Center – Food Security Through Asian Roots and Tubers Project. 
Manila, Philippines. 124 pages. 






 Direct actors: producers, collectors, traders, processors, wholesalers, retailers, 
restaurants, supermarkets, and consumers.  
 Indirect actors: service providers (input suppliers, transporters, extension 










Relationship amongst market/value chain actors and service providers 
 Transactional: concerned only with one-time buying and selling. For instance, 
farmers produce and sell products at the market without no relationships with 
any buyers.  
 Longer term: building trust and leading to market information exchange 
overtime.  For instance, farmers normally sell products to one restaurant, they 






 Horizontal linkages are linkages between actors at the same level of the value 
chain, e.g. farmers working together with other farmers to buy inputs and sell 
products in order to reduce costs, ensure the quantity of buyers, and orient to 
a sustainable business, etc. 
 Vertical linkages are the relationship between actors along the chain via formal 
or informal contracts/agreements, e.g. farmer groups linked with enterprises 
via farming contracts, in order to reduce costs, get timely market information, 













Hanoi specialized shops 
Bac Tom, Soi Bien 





Understand about the value added   
The farmers might observe that raw products (e.g. cabbage, tomato, etc.) are sold at 
lower prices compared with the same products sold at higher prices after sorting and 
packaging. It is value added. A value-added product simply means the actors 
implement some activities such as cleaning, sorting, packaging, processing, etc.  
The higher price will cover the cost of activities, plus a margin. Value can be added at 
any point from farm to retail levels. 




Adding value through 
post-harvest handling 
 Adding value through  
processing 




























Potato Potato chips 
 
Bitter melon Dried bitter 
melon 
 
Fresh plum Plum sweets 
 























Suggested exercise 4.1. Actors in the market/value chain 
    Objective: Understand characteristics of actors involed in market/value chains  
    Duration: 1 hour  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color, video on value chains 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Show a video on market/value chain of selected products. Give 10 minutes to the 
participants to discuss on what they have just seen.  
+ What do you think about the market/value chain mentioned in the video?  
Explain the market/value chain based on “Key learning points” mentioned above 
2. Divide the participants in small groups (4-6 participants/group). Two groups can 
work on the same products so that it is easier to compare.  
3. Ask the participants to choose at least two products (e.g. vegetables, fruits, 
livestock, etc.) that they produce and want to develop a better understanding of 
the entire market/value chain. Ask the participants discuss on their experience in 
participating in the value chain. Write some questions on the Ao paper and show 
the example: 
+ Which agricultural commodities are you producing? 
+ What are end products? 
+ Who are actors involved in the value chain? (e.g. traders, wholesalers, retailers, 
supermarkets, restaurants, etc.) What are their specific roles in the chain? Where 
are you in the value chain? How do you and they bring products to the market?  
+ What is the relationship between you and other actors in the chain? 
Notes for the facilitators: The facilitators can ask the participants to draw the 
market channels they have involved based on the current situation of the 
group. 
Concerning gender aspect: Guide the participants to think of different 



















4. After finishing the exercise, ask the group to present. 















Suggested exercise 4.2. Value addition  
     Objective: Guide the participants on how to add value to their products  
     Duration: 1 hour  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, tape, picture, product sample  
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Before starting with this section the participants must obtain information on the 
price of 1 kg of fresh cucumbers and 1kg of picked cucumbers; or look for a 
product that is common in the area. 
2. Show two potatoes -- one clean, the other, dirty. Ask the participants that if they 
would buy potato, which one of the two would they choose? (Most may say the 
clean one). Ask them if a sack of clean potatoes and a sack of dirty potatoes were 
kept in a shop, which would be likely to fetch a higher price? Why?  
3. Now show participants the three packets of vegetables (or other suitable 
commodity). Ask them that if they were to take the three forms of vegetables to 
                                                   
5 Referenced on Agricultural Training Institute. 2015. Farm Business School for the Filippino farmers. 
A facilitator’s Manual. Capacity Building of Small Farmers in Entrepreneurship Development and 










the market, which one do they think will fetch the best price? Why? Hold up the 
nicely packed one and ask how many of you think this will fetch the highest price? 
Why? Which packet of vegetables is likely to receive the lowest price? Why? 
Guide the discussion towards the fact that price was enhanced due to:  
                                + Quality                         + Cleaning  
                                + Grading                       + Packaging  
4. Explain to the participants that this discussion is about “Value addition”. Now show 
participants the fresh cucumbers and the pickled cucumbers.  Explain that the main 
input for pickled cucumber is cucumbers. The price of 1 kg of fresh cucumbers 20,000 
VND but the price of 1 kg of pickled cucumbers is 40,000 VND.  
Guide the participants to discuss why the pickled ones are more expensive than 
the fresh? Lead the discussion to the understanding that the pickled one are more 
expensive because value has been added to the cucumbers through processing. It 
is important to also consider the cost of processing the fresh cucumbers to pickled 
ones.  
5. Divide the participants into 3-4 small groups (depending on the number of 
participants). Ask them to choose one type of products for discussion “How to 
increase the value of products via production, post-harvest handling and 
processing?”  
Ask them to list all activities and write down on Ao paper. 
Notes for the facilitators: The facilitators prepare one poster on ways of 
value addition in Key Concept and hang on.  
 
6. Ask each group to present their results. Each group participant will present each 
activity. After that, ask other groups to provide their opinions. Have they left 
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Session 5  
How to help the 
farmers strategically 
think of innovating 
their business in the 















Only guide this part to newly formed groups and/or to participants who 
have not been guided on business skills. For participants who understand 
these key concepts already, go directly to Module 3 “Identifying market 
opportunities”. 
Objective:  
By the end of this session, the participants shall strategically think of 
starting and/or innovating their business. 
 
Participants to discuss and answer: 








Why do we need to innovate our business?  
Starting-up or innovating a business is creating a new product/service for the market, 
redesigning an existing product/service, or establishing beneficial structural changes 
within the organization. The market demand flutuctes frequently. One 
product/serivce may be good for a particular season but not for the next. Farmer 
needs to anticipate market demand in order to have timely innovations or 
improvements.  
Starting-up or innovating a business aims to: 
 Attract attention towards products, resulting in higher prices. 
 Create products that meets the market demand.  
 Minimize risks in business.  
 Increase family income. 
Example 1: Last year Mr. Thang grew tomatoes during the winter season from 
October and harvested them in January. It was the time of the main tomato season, 
which meant the price of tomatoes were low due to a high supply from many 
producers. This year, after collecting and analyzing market information, as well as 
receiving tips from a trader who he sells tomatoes to, he decided to grow tomato in 
the off-season from April and harvests in July. As a result, this brought him higher 
profits from the high selling price of tomato. 
 
Example 2: Every year Mrs. Hoa often grows tomato in off-season from April and 
harvests in July. Profits from tomato production is quite good. This year, after 
studying and analyzing growing seasons, technique, the market, and receiving advice 
from a tomato retailer who buys her produce, she decides to grow 3 weeks earlier. As 
a result, profits gained from tomato production is much higher than that in previous 






years. In addition, Mrs. Hoa collaborate with Mr. Thang and other farmers with their 
village to supply tomato to a big market and restaurants.  
 
Example 3: Mrs. Giang Thi Sen in Bac Ha often makes brocades for her own family’s 
consumption and has never thought of selling them. This year, she noticed that many 
tourists really liked her brocade. She then identified a market demand and consumer 
preference through asking tourists, finding information via internet and asking shop 
owners. In the end, she began designing brocades and sold them at local markets.   







How to help the farmers strategically think of innovating/ improving 
their business in the value chain? 
In production and business, many farmers have the habit of not assessing the market 
and value chain, their capacity, their financial resources, etc. before starting-up a 
business or making innovations/improvements in business. They may have imitated 





have high chances of failure as the innovation/improvements are beyond their 
capacity, or the the market has became saturated and highly competitive, meaning 
that profits may decrease.  
In order to be successful in business, the farmer needs to thoroughly think of all 
aspect in business. These include: 
Production  
 What are the needs of the market and buyers/consumers? Are you going to 
produce or innovate/improve products that satisfies the market needs?  
 What skills are required to carry out these business activities? Do you have 
them? Who can you can ask for advice? 
 Do you have enough capital to invest in your business? Where can you borrow 
money? 
 Do you have enough labor for your business? 
 Do you know whether your business brings profit? Should you do business on 
product A or B? 
Market 
 Do you know how to collect market information? From whom or where? 
 Who are your main buyers? Do you have any relationship with your buyers? 
What do they demand from your products (appearance, quality, or price)? 
 How do you bring products to the market?  
 Do those products have potential to develop in the future? E.g. are they key 






Think of only products  Think more strategically  
I have just learned technique to do 
sanitary vegetable production and 
will apply it to my fields as I have 




I observe that many consumers prefer safe 
vegetable because they are concerned about 
their health. Prices of safe vegetables are 
higher than conventional ones. I have good 
relationship with a shop in the city who wants 
to purchase my vegetables.  
I am already growing an indigenous species 
that brings more profit.  My soil is quite fertile 
and I have learned techniques of safe 
production from extension workers. I have 
experience in vegetable production so it is not 
difficult to learn sanitarity production. In 
addition, I have enough money to invest in 
new type of production. Therefore, I will 
innovate to grow sanitary vegetable next 
season.  
I visited a hybrid pig raising models 
and find that it is quite easy to raise 
them. The price is quite high. I also 
want to try.  
I obverse that hybrid pig raising attract a lot of 
producers. I think the competitiveness will be 
high. Many restaurants order hybrid pigs, yet 
many consumers prefer indigenous pigs. 
Therefore, while hybrid pig raising models are 
attractive to me, I will try to develop it in 
congruence with raising indigenous pigs.  
 
 
 Duration: 2 hours 
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
 Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, tape, picture if possible  
  Steps: 
 
  
Step Content Duration 
1 Reasons to start-up or innovate business 1 hour 
2 








Step 1 – Reasons to start-up or innovate business – 1 hour 
The participants discuss main reasons to start or innovate business. 
These reasons will orient their decision in production and business.  
 
Suggested exercise 5.1. Reasons to start or innovate business  
    Objective: Understand reasons why the participants want to start or innovate 
business  
     Duration: 1 hour  
Form: Group discussion and interactions with the participants 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, tape, picture if possible 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Firstly, write some questions on the Ao paper and ask participants to think of 
reasons why they want to start or innovate/improve business.  
- What are you producing to earn money for your family? 
- When did you start? 
- Compared with the previous years, what did you innovate and why?  
- What considerations did you take into account when starting-up or innovating 
your business? 
2. Encourage the participants to think and provide answers. 
3. Divide the participants in 2 groups and show available examples for them to 
discuss. Then ask the participants to analyze what they have learn from the 
examples.  
4. Then the facilitators summarize answers into main points and ask the participants 













Start and innovate 
business 
Attracting more attention to products 
Meeting the market demand 






Step 2 – Think strategically of starting or innovating their business in the value 
chain – 1 hour  
In Step 2, the participants are guided to think strategically of starting and 
innovation their business. 
 
 
Suggested exercise 5.2. Think strategically of starting or innovating their business  
    Objective: Guide the participants to think strategically in business  
    Duration: 1 hour 
Form: Group discussion 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, tape, picture if possible. 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Divide the participants into 2-3 groups depending on size of participants. 
2. Give the pictures with the available example on Mr. Thang and Mrs. Lieu. Ask the 
participants the question: “Which method you think is better, Mr. Thang’s or Mrs. 
Lieu’s? Why?” Give them 10 minutes to discuss.  
3. After 10 minutes, ask each group give their answers.  
4. Explain to the participants: “Mrs. Lieu’s method is more effective because she 
thinks of product selling before making production decision. In addition, she 






Next October, I will grow 
cabbage because my soil is very 
fertile and I have just learn 
techniques to grow cabbage. 
In April, I will plant off-season cabbage, as my 
buyers have said that it could bring higher profit 
due to higher prices, less costs, and more 
potential consumers. There are not so many off-
season cabbage producers. Meanwhile, my family 
has a lot of laborers and the soil is quite good. I 
can ask for technical expertise from extension 
workers. I can earn a lot of money. 
Next season, I need to increase the value of 
products by good packaging as I observe that 
products will be sold at higher prices. 
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6a. Conducting a visit to the market and identifying 














This part requires actual visits to the market, the participants must be 
very active and prepare good for the visit. 
Objective:  
By the end of this session, the participants shall  
1. Apply methods and tools in market assessment; 
2. Collect relevant information for target market chains  
 
The participants can discuss and answer the questions 
1. What are different actors/outlets availble for the product? 
Characteristics? 
2. What kind of products do they want? What quantities do they want? 
Prices? 








The list of topics or questions to ask during the assessment for each 
chain actors 
 Market and buyer/consumer demand: include time-trends in products’ supply 
and demand (e.g. seasonality in price and volume) and consumer preferences 
(e.g. appearance, quality, size, variety, packaging, etc.) 
 List of different actors that contribute to the value of the product. Need to 
consider gender aspect. In addition, list of input suppliers and other business 
service providers is needed and detailed information on service they provide.  
 Requirements of actors in the market/value chain: include formal or informal 
contracts/agreements.  
 Mode of payment for products (e.g. payment after the products are sold, 
every three-month payment, etc.) 
 Problems or constraints occuring during the market/value chains will be used to 
identify opportunities for adding value: include problems in transportation 
stages, etc. 
 Opportunities for potential products. 
 Other information (e.g. what happens if the products cannot be sold). 
 Direct observation: Observe products and requirements on products that are 
bought in the market, supermarket, restaurants, etc. 
Ways to collect marketing information and demand   
There are some ways the farmer can collect market information.  
 Direct observation: Observe products in the market (in wet market, 
supermarkets, restaurants, etc.) and requirements of consumers.   
 Direct information from actors along the market/value chain, such as directly 
talk with consumers (housewife, villagers, etc.), buyers (restaurant and 
supermarket managers, traders, etc.), and service providers. For example, Mr. 
Nguyen Van Kien intends to grow tomato to sell to restaurants in Bac Ha town. 
Prior to decision making, he asks restaurant owners information on their 
requirements and consumers’ preference and input shop owners on prices, etc.  
 Direct information from buyers who are not satisfied with products. These 
buyers are able to point out shortcomings of products or services you provide.  
For instance, last year Mr. Giang A Pao sold cabbage to Mrs. Ly, a collector in 






Lao Cai market. However, after one season, Mrs. Ly did not want to buy from 
him for some certain reasons: cabbages were too big while consumers want 
the small ones, safe cabbages are preferred, Mr. Pao normally did not supply 
cabbages on time, etc. Therefore, feedbacks from Mrs. Ly might be useful 
market information for potential innovations. 
 
 Information from mass media (e.g. radio, television, loud speaker) and other 





Suggested exercise 6.1. Visiting market   
     Objective: Finding market information 
     Duration: 3 hours and 30 minutes 
Form: 30 minutes for instruction and 3 hours for market visit (can be done in a few days) 
    Materials: Notebook, pens, color papers, markers, list of questions 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Divide the participants into small groups. Ask the participants to review the map 
of market/value chain they worked on in last session.  
Notes for the facilitators before organization of a market visit and collecting 
information from market/value chain actors: 
- Identify the best time to visit the market. Considering the seasonality of 
products, etc.  







- Help the participants to check information. 
- Encourage participants to collect information from frequent buyers. 
- Consider gender aspect when the participants study information on 
market/value chain actors.  
2. Ask the participants “How do you get market information?” Give them 15 minutes 
to discuss and ask the participants to write on cards and stick on an Ao paper. 
Then ask the probing questions “Are there any other ways to get market 
information?” Give them 5 -10 minutes to discuss.  
Methods to get information  
Ask value chain actors (collectors, 
wholesalers, supermarkets, specialized 
shops, etc.) 
From local authority  
Ask villagers or relatives Via project staff  
Ask info. from consumers From mass media  
Others   
3. Before visiting the market, guide the participants on what information needs to 
be collected: 
- What products do you want to examine? 
- Who are your existing buyers? Who are your potential buyers? 
- What are requirements/ characteristics of products your potential buyers 
want? 
- What are the ways to bring your products to the markets? 
- Which different outlets are available for the products? 
- What is the wanted volume of products from the outlets? 
- What problems could occur during transportation? 
4. Ask the participant to use the form to collect market information on demand 
especially from buyers you identify in Section 4: Do you want to participate into a 
value chain? 
Consumers:                                                             Where: 
+ Mainly female or male? Live in cities, town or rural areas? 
+ What vegetables do they often buy? 
+ Do their buyers require high product quality or not require much on product 
quality?  
+ How do their buyers ask for products? (size, appearance, package, local 
variety, etc.)?  
+ How much are they willing to pay (for specific products)?  Which timing are 
products sold at high or low prices? What are characteristics of products are 
sold at high or low price? 






Farmer groups                                                         Where: 
+ What products are those groups producing? Why do they produce them?  
+ Which techniques do they apply?   
+ How do they sell products? Prices?  
+ Who are their buyers? How do they maintain the relationship with buyers?  
 
Collectors/Traders/Retailers                        Where: 
+ What are the main vegetables that you are buying?  At what price/unit 
(specify)? Why? Quantity per week? 
+ Who are your suppliers (individual farmer, coop, farmers’ group, 
agent/assembler or wholesaler)? 
+ Where do you sell the vegetables that you are buying?   
+ Which time periods are certain products sold at lower/ higher prices? What 
are characteristics of products are sold at high or low price?  
+ Do you still have market demand for other vegetables?  If yes, what are 
they? 
+ What are problems have you encountered during transporting products? 
+ What kind of processed products (may need to refer to a specific raw 
product) your buyers know and like? Requirements on appearance and prices? 
+ Which farmer groups do you like to buy from? Why? (specific characteristics, 
e.g. these farmer groups have their own collectors).  
 
Transportation services:                                        Where: 
+ What are the different vegetables do you usually transport?  
+ How much is the cost of transport per kilo/per bag (or other units)? 
 
Processing enterprises:                                          Where: 
+ What kind of end products from raw materials are you processing? 
+ Compared with raw materials, how much is the added value? (For example, 
1 kg of fresh cucumbers and 1 kg of pickled cucumbers?  
+ Does your enterprise buy raw materials from farmers? Or do you produce by 
yourselves? 
 
5. The participants need to ensure that all things related to logistics must be 
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This part is an analysis and discussion of results collected from the exercise 
in Suggested activity 6a. “Conducting a visit to the market and identifying 
market/value chain actors”. 
Objective:  
By the end of this session, the participants shall identify market 
opportunities. 
The participants discuss and answer the questions: 
1. How are the market opportunities identified? 
2. What are the problems in producing and selling products that can be 







Information obtained from the market visit  
 List of potential buyers and markets: information and requirements on 
products, mode of payments, marketing, etc. 
 List of products and volume or requirements relevant to each actor. 
 Table of prices and profit margins (if possible) along the value chain. 
 List of current and potential buyers. 
 List of input suppliers and business service providers.  
 List of problems or constraints in the market/value chain that identify 
opportunities for adding value: include problems in transportation, grading & 
sorting, etc.  
Market opportunities   
From the analysis of the market/value chain visit, the farmers can identify 
opportunities to change production and marketing activities to meet the demand of 
buyers in the marketplace.  
Market opportunities include:  
 A need of buyers on products or services that is not fully severed; for instance, 
shop A needs H’mong mustard, but does not know farmers who grow and sell 
these vegetable. Prices for off-season vegetable increase in May to July.  
 A need of buyers on products or serviced that is not fully severed because of 
low supply, unstable or seasonal supply; for instance, shop A buy products of 
farmer B, however, the volume is unstable. 
 Risks or difficulties in business that can be addressed; for instance, loss after 
post-harvest or poor processing.  
The farmer needs to regularly update market information to know buyers’ demand, 
which often changes. For instance, shorter stem salad leafs are preferred over those 
with long stem; smaller cabbages (<1kg/cabbage) are preferred than over large 
cabbages (>1kg/cabbage). When having timely market information, the farmer is able 
to better adjust their production to supply right products with the right quality at the 
right time.    
 
 






Potential opportunities   
Therefore, as soon as market opportunities are identified, it is very important to think 
of and discuss the set of most appropriate intervention that can be applied in Module 
4 “Identifying innovations”. For instance, to market short-stem salad, potential 
innovation could include improved production techniques (e.g. use new techniques 
to limit the stem) and improvements in marketing skills (e.g. make an agreement with 
supermarkets or restaurants).  
Problems or constraints occurring during the market/value chain can be turned into 
opportunities for value addition, including problems in transportation stages, the farmer 
can make some interventions in packaging, sorting, or buying a storage car, etc.  
 
 Duration: 2 hours 30 minutes 
Form: Group discussion 
 Materials: Ao paper, pens, results of previous exercise   
  Steps: 
 
Step 1 – Identify and assess market opportunities – 1 hour 30 minutes 
Through this step, participants can identify market opportunities 
obtained from market visits.  
 
 
Suggested exercise 6.2.  Identify and assess market opportunities  
     Objective: Identify and assess market opportunities   
     Duration: 1 hour and 30 minutes (30 minutes per small group) 
Form: Group discussion 
    Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, results from previous exercise. 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Divide the participants into groups as Session 6a: Conducting a visit to the 
market and identifying market/value chain actors. Ask the participants to hang 
the market/value chain map they created in the last section. 
2. For each buyer, based on the map created in Section 4. “Do you want to 
participate into a value chain?”, write on color-code cards the informationthey 
Step Content Duration 
1 Identify and assess market opportunities 1 hour 30 minutes 





received from the market visits and stick them to the respective correspondents: new 
consumers/outlets, requirements of consumers, timing to get high prices, types 
of products to get high prices, how to transport products, etc.  (See the circles in 
the example). Encourage the participants to write down as much as detailed. 
The facilitators can help the participants to write.  
For each potential buyer during the visit, write down on other color cards and 
stick on the map (see the lozenge in the example).  
For each problem that has the possibility of intervention to become 
opportunities for value addition, write down on other color cards and stick on 
(see the triangle in the example) 
Notes for the facilitators:  
Participants can use different colored cards or pens 
Each participant can apply to their own households. 
Express to the participants that the more detailed the information, the easier it 




































higher prices  
Cabbage (variety S) is 
the 1st choice of 
consumers) 
Local pigs 
Supplying 300 kg of 
cabbage at early 
season to get 
higher prices 
New buyers: safe 
products, prefer 
indegenous ones  
Tomatoes 
Type 1 can be 
sold at higher 
prices 
Restauran
ts in Hanoi 
Post-
harvest loss 








Or use the following table: 





Description of actors      
Description of products      
Opportunities      
Problems/Constraints      






































above, ask each group to present their results. After each group presentation, 
ask the rest participants: 
+ Are there any significant information lacking from the market and actor 
visits? 
+ If yes, what are they? 
4. Explain to the participants that all this identified information can turn into 
market opportunities. 
5. Remind the participants to keep this results for the next session, in which we 
will identify innovations to capture market opportunities.  
 
 
Step 2 – Share results of market assessment – 1 hour 
 
Suggested exercise 6.3.  Share results of market assessment  
     Objective: Share results with market/value chain actors and service providers 
to identify high-priority opportunities   
     Duration: 1 hour 
Form: Group discussion 
   Materials: Invite relevant market/value actors, service providers, prepare 
logistics, venue, etc.  
      Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
Main activities of this meeting include:  
- The participants share market information and market opportunities they 
collect, including problems in production and marketing, experience in 
business activities, etc.   
- Discuss with the participants on market opportunities that need to be 
prioritized and other potential opportunities. 
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7a. Identifying innovations to address market 













This session follows Module 3 “Market assessment and market 
opportunities”. Remind the participants to bring results of Module 3.  
Express that the participants are able to do this exercise during their 
production and business.  
Objective: 
By the end of this session, the participants shall  
1. Identify and select appropriate innovations to address market 
opportunites;  
2. Develop action plans to test innovations.  
  
The participants can discuss and answer the questions: 
1. Which stages need to be innovated/improved to address market 
opportunities and overcome constraints in product selling?  
2. Based on which createria are innovations selected? Which innovations 








After identifying market opportunities in the previous module, the farmer needs to 
know what activities need to be done to capture these opportunities. These activities 
are business innovations/improvements.  
Innovation to address market opportunities   
Innovations include: 
 Innovations in production: include application of new technologies, 
production of new products, post-harvest management, etc. 
 Innovations in organization: include formation of marketing groups, buy 
inputs together, transport products together, etc.  
 Innovations in marketing: include access to new buyers, 
contracts/agreements, changes in product selling, brand development, etc.  
Innovations are not only implemented before but also during the production and 
marketing cycle.  
Selection of business innovations 
The farmer or the group can implement innovations/improvements for each market 
opportunity. The farmer often participates in many production activies and 
sometimes loses focus on understanding which innovations/improvements suitable 
to their business that will bring higher profits. The question is how to identify which 
innovations/improvements are more relevant and bring more profits.  
The farmer or group use profits and market demands information to make decision 
on innovations/improvements. Therefore, it is necessary to help them consider all of 
the different criteria for them to take initative with their selection. 
Criteria for innovation selection  
The farmer often bases on certain criteria to select innovations on production and 
business, including: 
 Profits 
 Market demand 
 Investment capital, land 
 Time investment and labor  
 Level of risks in organizational stage 
 Level of risks in technical stage 






 Potentials for future development  
 
 
Suggested exercise 7.1. Identify innovation to address market opportunities  
    Objective: Identify, assess innovations and develop specific action plans to take 
advantage of market opportunities  
     Duration: 2 hours 
Form: Group discussion 
   Materials: Ao paper, pens, color cards, results of Module 3 “Market assessment 
and market opportunities”. etc.  
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Ask the participants select one or two market opportunities identified in the 
suggested Exercise 6.2: Identify and assess market opportunities.    
2. Divide the participants into 2-3 small groups. Each group discuss one topic: 
technological innovations, marketing innovations and organizations innovations. 
3. For each market opportunity, ask participants the following, and ask them to list all 
possible activities: 
     + How can you innovate production, marketing and organization processes to 



















Poss-harvest loss of 
“H’mong murstard” 
Supply 200 kg of 
short-stem salad to 
safe shops 
Supplying 300 kg 
of cabbage at 
early season to 























































4. Guide the participants to identify criteria for selection of innovations appropriate 
to their own family and group.  
- Ask the participants to consider innovations. 
 Post-harvest loss of H’mong mustard  
Idea:  
Change 












Profit      
Market demand      
Capital, land       
Time and labor      
Level of risk during 
organization  
     
Level of risks in technique      
Potential for development       
- Ask the participants give scores to each ideal: 1 = Low, 2 = Medium, 3 = High 
- Select ideals that have the highest total scores.   
5. Develop an action plan for innovations      
Post harvest loss of 
H’mong mustard 
Supplying 300 kg of 
cabbage at early season 
to get higher prices 
Production: Change harvest timing, 
plant new variety, nethouse 
Marketing: Packing, improve 
transportation 
Production: Grow earlier, change 
harvest timing 
Marketing: Sorting and packaging  
Supply 200 kg of short-
stem salad to safe 
shops 
Production: Limit the growth of 
vegetable stem 
Marketing: Agreement with shops, 
trust building  
Market opportunity Innovation 





For instance:  




Post-harvest loss of 
H’mong mustard 
Grow new variety  
Grow new 
variety  
Try net house 
Based on community, 






Pest and disease 
management  





Learn how to 
sort products by 













Supply 200 kg of 
short-stem salad to 
safe shops 
Limit the growth of 
vegetable stem 
Use medicines 
to limit the 
growth  
Learn from project 
staff, extension 
workers 
When stem is 15cm  
 
Agreements with 






Good delivery   
Farmers, shop 


































6. Identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for each innovation. The 
facilitators ask the participants “What are strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
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This session is to discuss in detail results obtained from the previous 
session and focus on identifying knowledge and skills the participants 
need to improve.  
Objective: 
By the end of this session, the participants shall 
1. Understand steps in development and testing of product prototypes 
and identify solutions; 
2. Identify knowledge and skills the participants need to improve; 
3. Share results with market/value chains actors. 
The participants can discuss and answer the questions: 
1. What are main steps in development and testing of products?  








Steps in development and testing of product prototypes6     
 Propose prototypes,  
 Develop prototypes, including the design of products and service provide who 
can provide  
 Test the product with targeted users and consumers. 
 Refine products; 
 Test refined products and get feedback from consumers; 
 Further refine products. 
Why it is important to share results of business innovations with 
market/value chain actors  
Sharing results of business innovations with market/value chain actors (including 
inputs suppliers, traders, collectors, wholesalers, retailers, restaurants, supermarkets, 
etc.) play an important role due to the following reasons:  
 Ensures that all products/services are appropriate to consumers’ 
requirements.  
 Receives prompt feedback from market/value chain actors.  
 Develops a better understanding of market. 
 
 
 Duration: 2 hours 30 minutes  
  Steps: 
                                                   
6 Referenced on DA-CHARMP2 and CIP-FoodSTART. 2014. Farmer Business School: Facilitator's 
manual. Department of Agriculture – Second Cordillera Highland Agricultural Resource Management 
Project and International Potato Center – Food Security Through Asian Roots and Tubers Project. 
Manila, Philippines. 124 pages. 
 
Step Content Duration 
1 Organize testing of business innovations 1 hour 
2 
Identify specific topics that need support 
during business cycle 
30 minutes or more 
depending on selection of 
the participants  







Step 1 – Organize testing of business innovations – 1 hour 
The objective is to guide the participants to develop first prototypes, 
organize testing and identify solutions.  
 
Suggested exercise 7.2.  Organize innovations  
     Objective: Guide the participants on steps to develop first prototypes, organize 
testing and identify solutions. 
      Duration: 1 hour 
  Form: Group discussion 
     Materials: Ao paper, pens, color papers, etc. 
      Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Divide the participants into small groups (5-6 persons/group). 
2. Explain to the participants that this session will guide them to develop a specific 
plan for testing of innovations.  
3. Ask the participants to think of development of one prototype. For instance, dried 
sweet potatoes, packaging of H’mong mustard, etc.  
4. Ask the participants to develop an action plan to bring products to the market, 
test products, and get feedback from consumers.  
Step 
Action, who do, time, 
targeted consumers  
 
1. From design to testing    




3. Collect information during the testing   
4. Adjust the action plan    




Present and share solutions on business 
innovations with market/value chain actors 






Step 2 – Identify specific topics for support – Time duration changes 
This step is to identify knowledge and skills that the participants need in 
order to carry out business innovations. Work with the participants to 
identify knowledge and skills they need to improve. Facilitators also have 
the responsibility to connect and invite trainers.  
Topic (example) Method 
1. Good production practices (VietGAP, safe 






learning visit, group 
discussion, exercise, etc. 
2. Sorting, packaging and labelling  
3. Post-harvest management 
4. Standards and product certification 
5. Law and business registration 
6. Value chain management 
7. Market development and marketing strategy  
8. Effective selling skills 
9. Ethics in business  
10. Negotiation and conflict resolution 
11. Assessment and usage of market information 
12. Contract building  
13. Other topics 
 
Step 3 – Presentation and sharing of innovation solutions with 
market/value chain actors and other farmer groups – 1 hour 
Objective of this step is to share innovations that are planned to test with 
market/value chain actors. Feedback and opinions are inputs for better 
innovations.  
Suggested exercise 7.3. Presentation and sharing of innovation solutions with 
market/value chain actors 
  Objective: Present, share ideals and action plans with other actors, get feedback  
to have better plans 
    Duration: 1 hour 
Form: Group discussion 
   Materials: Invite relevant market/value actors, prepare logistics, venue, etc.  
    Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
In this meeting, the farmer group will share ideals of new products or services, 
testing plans, marketing plans, experience on business, etc. This meeting involves 
farmers, business service providers, potential buyers, other market/value chain 
actors, etc. Through this meeting, the farmer shares ways to innovate business as 
well as improve products.  
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Why do you need to conduct business planning?  














At the end of this session, the participants shall 
1. Plan their innovations based on distribution plan;  
2. Take initiative in business innovations. 
  
The participants can discuss and answer the questions: 
1. What is the distribution plan? How to plan production according to the 
distribution plan? 








To become a successful farmer group, the group and each individual need to have a 
business plan. In business plans, the farmer needs to think ahead of objectives, 
strategies, production, marketing, and profit aspects. Business planning is based on 
available resources. Business plans are often updated in order to respond to the 
needs of markets and buyers.  
Why is it necessary to make business plan? 
Advantages of business planning: 
 Provides the farmer an overview on their production and business. 
 Eliminates business risk because it carefully studies the competence and 
resources of the entrepreneur and the competitor. 
 Detects shortcomings and weaknesses in business activities. 
 Minimizes production costs. Resources are properly used and scheduled 
according to the plan, helping the farmer to save money. 
 Optimizes time and labor spending on production and business. 
 Helps the farmer to take initiative in financial issues. 
Components of business plans 
A business plan includes:  
 Distribution plan:  
In the distribution plan, the farmer will write down all information related to the 
delivery of products to market outlet. When farmers identify a good market 
opportunity, they should prepare a detailed distribution plan for their products. This 
distribution plan targets customer groups or markets that farmers will focus on.  
A distribution plan includes:  
- Product: Description of product and packaging if needed. 
- Sales activities: costs of promoting products, organizing sales, promotion ... 
- Distribution channels:  Where products are distributed and sold (markets, 
supermarkets, shops ...). Products are sold in a convenient place with 
customers. 
- Price: The price of the product (price at farm gate or the price at the store). 
Information on cost, profit, value for customers is required too.  






- Sales forecast: based on price and volume, the selling quantity could be 
forecasted.  
- Risk management. 













































 Production plan:  
After the distribution plan and supporting activities have been prepared, farmers 
willprepare the production plan. The production plan contains estimated products’ 
quantity, growing area, planting time and other related stages, inputs (varieties, 
fertilizers, etc.), techniques to be applied, estimated costs, etc. 
Production plan for the group: determine the volume and the producers. 
Example of the production plan for the group: 












Mid May  300 units 
B Cabbage  
100 cabbages 
… hectare 
April Mid May  100 units 




reduce stem  
500 kg 
Production plan for each group member: including estimated product volume, 
growing area, planting time and other related stages, inputs (varieties, fertilizers, 
etc.), techniques to be applied, estimated costs, etc. 


































  500 kg 
Salad  0.5 hectare 











Farmers see the technical guide to know production stages and different steps for 
post-harvest process to have final products. 






 Organizational plan 
Organizational plan is made after the plan for product distribution and production. 
The organizational plan describes the activities, timing, responsibilities and 
obligations of each individual involved in the business. 
Example of organizational plan: 
Activity 
Timeframe (by month) Person in 




        




        




        




        




        




        
    
Selection of crops or 
innovations/improvements 
Selection of land areas 















Suggested activity 8.1. How to make a business plan? 
      Objective: Guide how to make distribution and production plan 
     Duration: 2-3 hours 
 Form: Group discussion 
    Materials: Notebook, paper size Ao, marker 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators 
1. Explain to the participants “Making business plans every season will help 
farmers appropriately distribute their resources for different crops and different 
changes/innovations. It helps farmers maximize their profits from their soil. The 
business plan is very important to the testing of new crops.” 
2. Ask the participants to make their production plan according to distribution 
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How to do record 





Why do you need to conduct record keeping and 











I N N O V A TI O N  
Objective:  
By the end of this session, the participants shall 
1. Understand business accounting and record keeping; 
2. Taking initiative in calculating profit of business activities. 
  
The participants can discuss and answer the questions: 
1. For how much should each product be sold at?  
2. Which products/product group generate profit or loss?  








Why should do record keeping and business accounting? 
Record keeping is collecting and recording of all activities and results at each time, 
each season, and each stage (from seedling preparation to harvesting). Advantages of 
record keeping include: 
 Help the farmer develop a habit of recording all activities in production and 
business in one and many seasons in order to have good production process.  
 Production record will help farmer easily prove whether their production 
process follow required standards or not. Production record is the first 
evidence for the consideration to issue certificate.   
 In record keeping, all transactional activities are recorded, thus making it 
easier for the farmer to calculate unit price.  
 In record keeping, the farmer is able to calculate and compare profits among 
products. 
 Record keeping helps family members or group members know whether each 
other is using money properly, avoiding argument among members.  
Types of record keeping  
A suiteable recording keeping system can be determined based on qualifications of 
each farmer group.  Record keeping normally includes: 
 Production record: includes record of all production activities, areas and 
inputs (e.g. seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, animal feed, etc.), applying time and 
methods, post-harvest management, product quantity.  
 Cost and income record: includes record of price and money to buy inputs, 
hired labor costs, service costs, product sale and price, buyer information, 
selling place, and notes on product selling.  
 Business record: includes record of information of products received from 
group members (e.g. quantity, type, grade, etc.) and transportation to buyers. 
This record keeping is applied to farmer groups who have collectors 
responsible to collecting and distributing products to market outlets.  
 Asset record: includes record of investment capital, facilities, machine, tools, 
etc.  
 






Why business accounting is important? 
Accounting helps farmer know whether the production and business they are doing 
or intend to do will bring profit or loss. Farmer normally does not have a habit to 
calculate profits.  
Advantages of accounting:  
 Farmer is able to calculate and compare which innovation/improvement ideas 
bring more profit.  
 Farmer takes initiative in production activities as they know clearly what they 
should prepare in terms of costs, materials, and labor for each season.  
 Farmer is able to set the production plan for next season.  
Business accounting details 
To calculate profit, farmer needs to understand the following concepts.  
Costs for each production cycle 
Costs before production is expenditures spent on technique study, procedure 
preparation to get business registration (if any), etc.  
Costs during production in cash are expenditures in cash spent on materials, 
inputs, tools, and hired labor. Costs during production in kind are 
expenditures in kind (e.g. composting use manure, bamboo used for fence or 
simple net house, etc.) 
Costs during product selling are expenditures spent on transaction, 
advertisement, packaging, transportation, etc.  
 Income  
Income in cash is income from product selling and service supply. 
Income in material is income not calculated in cash. They include by-products 
in production (e.g. mature leaves used for animal raising, etc.)  
 Unit price  
Unit price is all of production costs spent to produce a unit of product.  




If farmer wants to determine reasonable selling prices, they need to know unit 
price. If the selling price is higher than the unit price, farmer gets profit. If the 








Revenue is all amount of money obtained from product selling.  
   Revenue = Total production x average selling price 
 Profit 
Profit is the difference between revenue and costs  
   Profit = Revenue – Costs 
Production and business bring profit if Revenue > Costs 
Production and business bring loss if Revenue < Costs 
Example of business accounting for H’mong mustard production and business. 
Name of production and business: H’mong mustard 
Area: 100 m2 




I. Costs before production  
Tools 100,000 
II. Costs during production  
Seeds 50,000 
Fertilizer NPK 70,000 
Pesticides 100,000 
Hired labor 90,000 
III. Marketing costs  
Transportation by bus 70,000 
Packaging 100,000 
Transportation 20,000 
Total production costs 600,000 
Total production (kg) 120 
Unit price/kg = Total production costs/Total 
production  
5,000 
Average selling price  5,500 
Revenue = Total production x average selling price  660,000 













Suggested activity 9.1. Why do you need to do record keeping and accounting? 
     Objective: Practice record keeping and business accounting 
     Duration: 1 hour and 30 minutes 
 Form: Practice and group discussion  
     Materials: Paper size Ao, pen, business accounting and record keeping template   
      Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Explain to the participants the role of doing record keeping and accounting. The 
facilitators suggest the participants to discuss reasons why record keeping and 
business accounting are important.   
2. Write it down briefly on a paper size Ao.  
3. Provide participants with sample form and explain to them how to do it. Farmers 
could record in their own way.  
4. Explain to participants the terms used in this module:  
- Business accounting                                               -    Cost  
- Revenue                                                                   -     Profit 
- Unit price                                                                 -     Loss 
Notes to the facilitators: Accounting can be calculated by units of “one sao = 
360m2”, one cycle production cycle, one year or one season. 
 
5. Ask the participants to choose one crop to practice doing business accounting. Ask 
the participants to calculate production cost, revenue, costs and profits.  













PART B: PLANNING 























This section only has "Key learning points". The facilitators only instruct the 
participants who have business activities to register. 
Objective:  
By the end of this session, participants shall 
1. Know the procedures for business registration; 
2. Activively carry out procedures for business registration. 
The participants can discuss and answer the questions: 
1. What are the steps for doing business registration? 








Procedure for business registration 
Depending on types of business, numbers of frequently hired laborers, income, etc., 
it could be decided whether farmers need to register for business.  
 Low income individual farmers, as stipulated by the People's Committees of 
the province where they live, will participate in business as individuals and do 
not need to register.  
 Individual farmers using less than 10 frequently hired laborers have to register 
the business as an individual.  
Office for business registration: Office of Finance and Planning at district 
People’s Committee.  
 Individual farmers using more than 10 frequently hired laborers have to 
register the business as an enterprise. 
Office for business registration: Office of Business Registration at Department 
of Planning and Investment.   
 Partnership group:  
+ At least three farmers cooperate and contribute capital and labor to carry 
out business activities to serve the common needs of the members and to 
share the same beneficiaries and the same responsibility. 
Office for business registration: People's Committees of urban districts, rural 
districts, towns and cities under provinces or centrally run cities. 
+ At least three farmers cooperate, but neither conducting joint production 
nor business activities nor generating revenue such as clubs, interest groups, 
etc., are not required to register for operation.  
 Cooperative: An organization owned and operated by a group of members 
sharing common interests and mutual benefits. 











PART C. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 





Session 11  














Notes for the facilitators: For Session 6, only introduce contents that fits the 
needs of local farmer groups. Facilitators need to be flexible in identifying other 
information in the session 7b “Testing innovations and sharing” to connect 




By the end of this session, participants shall know how to sell their 
products effectively to different groups of customers.  
 
The participants can discuss and answer the question: 
1. What factors contribute to selling products effectively?  
B U YI N G  








Farmers need to know how to sell their products effectively. In order to sell more 
products, they will need to understand: 
 Who are the buyers? This is crucial as it affects how products are advertised 
and which types of products are being sold. For example, Thang produces safe 
tomatoes and categorizes them in three types. The first grade (good looking, 
big size) is sold to stores in Hanoi, the second grade (medium size) is sold in 
Lao Cai city, and the third grade (bad looking, small and uneven, flaws on the 
cover) is sold in local markets. 
 What are customers’ preferences? Before being able to sell their products, 
farmers need to understand thoroughly what their customers like and dislike. 
Only after knowing so canfarmers provide the products that their clients are 
want.   
 What is the price? Sometime, in order to attract customers, the product’s price 
can be set lower than the market price while still guaranteing profit. 
Remember that if your price is higher than others, your products will not be 
sold, if too much lower, you will suffer a loss 
 Where are the suitable selling locations? Selling points need to be convenient 
for customers. In some cases, farmers can be flexible in location. For example, 
if the price is higher, they can deliver the products to the requested place of 
their customers.  
 How to display products to attract the customers’ attention? Your products 
need to be fresh and eye-catching. For example, H’mong mustard should be 
tied by straws instead of nylon/plastic string. Because products with nylon 
strings can mislead make customers into believing that they are not planted 
locally. Furthermore, a bundle of H’mong mustard should be 1 kg or more.  
 Being comfortable and friendly while communicating with customers.  
 Giving clear explanations to customers when they have any queries or 
responses.  
  










Suggested activity 11.1. How to sell your products effectively? 
    Objective:  Practice how to sell products effectively  
    Duration: 2 hours 
Form: Exercises and group discussion 
   Materials: Their products, paper size Ao, pen, paper cards, scissors, and supplies 
needed for sales. 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Ask the participants about their sale:  
+ Which products did you sell last year?   
+ To you, which products are easy to sell, which ones are difficult? 
2. Let the participants discuss in 10 minutes and analyze why these products are 
easy or difficult to sell.  
3. Prepare a sheet of Ao paper with the following questions and explain to the 
participants to pay attention to these following questions when practicing sales.  
Product Current situation  
Does your product meet the needs of customers?   
When is your product be sold at a high price (e.g.: 
Start of the season, end of the season, offseason) 
  
Do you sell this product at a higher price than other 
products? 
  
Do you sell this product at a lower price than other 
products? 
  
Which customers are willing to pay a higher price for 
this product?  
  
What do you do to make your product become more 
attractive to customers? (e.g.: packaging, 
branding…) 
  
How do you do to attract customers? (e.g.: 
promotion, discount if they purchase big quantity)  
  
Do you smile while communicating with customers?   
Do you promote your product to customers? How do 
you respond to customers’ comments about your 
product?  
  
4. Divide the participants into small groups (4-5 persons/group). 





groups 10 minutes to arrange the booth and discuss. 
Ask each group to design a basic marketing strategy for their products. It can be a 
piece of information, packaging, a slogan or word of mouth messages. 
6. Sales Practices: The other groups will come to buy products of a group and vice 
versa. The facilitators and other groups observe how they present products, how 
they respond to customers, etc.  
The groups give feedback to each other.  
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By the end of this session, the participants shall understand the 
knowledge and skills needed to be a good negotiator.  
The participants can discuss and answer the questions: 
1. Information needed before doing any negotiation?  







Negotiation is the process of finding a common ground and reaching an agreement or 
resolution to the conflict between two or more parties (each with their own goals, 
needs and opinions). In order to have a successful negotiation, it is important for 
each party to be willing to compromise on their personal interests to mutually reach 
a better achievement.  
As farmers are encouraged to participate more in the chain, negotiating skills play a 
very important role in business. 
Benefits of negotiation  
 Get the most sufficient rate for product’s and service’s cost.  
 Help both parties to understand each other better.  
 Resolve conflicts to gain common interests.  
 Protect your own interest.  
Required knowledge to become a good negotiator 
Detailed information about customers who will buy the product and others in the 
market 
 Information on supply and demand of products during negotiation (quality, 
price range etc.) 
 Best price with that customers are willing to buy according to the quality of 
the product  
 Marketing costs, including transportation, damages and losses. 
 What you are willing to compromise to have a good deal.  
Required skills to become a good negotiator 
 Analytical and problem solving skill. 
 Communication and listening skill. 
 Ability to make decision. 
 Self-control ability. 













Suggested activity 12.1. How to become a good negotiator? 
   Objective:  Practice how to become a good negotiator 
   Duration: 2 hours 
Form: Exercises and group discussion 
  Materials: Notebook, paper size Ao, marker 
    Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Ask participants the following questions:  
+ Do you have any experience in business negotiation?  
+Who did you negotiate with? What do you negotiate about? How did the 
negotiation take place? 
Ask 1-2 participants to give examples. Encourage the participants to think about 
daily activities, such as negotiating to organize a wedding, negotiating salary for 
a seasonal job, etc. 
2. Asking 4-5 participants to volunteer to play, in which two people will be 
customers (e.g. school representatives, traders ...) and the other two to be 
farmers. 
+ Situation: 2-3 farmers want to sell their vegetables in a large quantity to a 
school in Sa Pa district in the next season instead of selling their products in the 
local market. 
+ Problem: They have conflict about prices, in which school agrees to buy at low 
prices while farmer group wants to sell at the highest rate. 
+ Negotiation: 4-5 players negotiate to reach a reasonable price. 
Notes for the facilitators: The facilitators could flexibly give different scenarios 
and problems for the participants to choose.  
 
3. The participants will play their role in 15 minutes. Others in class will observe. 
+ What will you do to get a reasonable price agreement? Are all parties satisfied 
with the result? 
+ What makes farmers agree with that price? What do they have to give up? 
+ What makes school representatives agree to that price? What do they have to 
give up? 
+ What makes both parties maintain the agreement?  
4. Write the results on Ao paper and analyze the results and comments. 
5. Ask the participants to list all the knowledge and skills that they think they would 
need in order to become a successful negotiator. 
6. Asking the participants to evaluate their knowledge and skills by providing a 
score. Asking them to list the best knowledge and skills as well as what they need 









What needs to 
improve? 
Detailed information of customers   
Information about products on the market   





What needs to 
improve? 
Analyzing and problem solving   
Decision making ability   
Communication skill   
Self-control   
Explain well to customers   
 
Example: Requirements for negotiating a contract to sell cabbage and Sa Pa 














and Sa Pa 
boarding 




Number of participants 
Daily demand  
Meal budget per participants 
Deciding on contents 





about the product 
Responsibility of each party 












questions skill  
Listening to questions, 
clients’ opinions about 
products  
Answering questions in a 
convincible way  
Information 
gathering skill  
Able to analyze clients’ 
request  
Ability to combine 




Knowing the general 
structure of contract 
Understanding the 
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The facilitators only intruct this section to groups that are preparing or 
planning to make a sales contract. 
 
Objective:  
By the end of this session, the participants shall:  
1. Understand the content of a sales contract; 
2. Pay attention to all details when considering a sales contract. 
The participants can discuss and answer the questions:  
1. What information is required in a sales contract? 








What is a sales contract? 
A sales contract is an oral or written agreement between an individual and a 
customer to provide products and services.  
Written contracts cannot be changed without written consent between the two 
parties. Oral contracts are easy to implement but also easy to break. Farmers often 
sell their products without contracts because they are afraid of liability. However, 
with many farmers now supply to modern trade market as supermarkets, specialty 
stores, etc., it is important for them to know about sales contract.  
Content of a sales contract 
A sales contract usually includes the following:   
Item Description 
Product's name Product description 
Volume / Quantity How many products are produced and distributed 
Contract period Contract term 
Production 
requirements 
The production standards that were applied on the product. 
For example: Safe production, organic production, VIETGAP, 
etc. 
Quality standards Product requirements including size, color, type, etc. 
Delivery time 
Delivery-related information, including information on when, 
where, who, and how to deliver the product 
Packing information 
Information regarding how the products are packaged and 
classified 
Price Selling price 
Payment methods 
When will the payment be made to farmers? How? For 
example: cash on delivery, payment after several days or 
months, etc. 
Technical assistance 
Technical support from the customers (e.g. repairment, 
maintenance, etc.) 
Other support Any other support from the client, including capital, inputs, etc. 
Responsibility Responsibilities of stakeholders 
Arbitration clauses Rules for settling disputes between farmers and customers 
Risk 
How the products are covered in case of risks such as fire, 
storms, floods, etc. 
Penalty 
Penalty rate for each party if there is any conditions in the 
contract that they do not meet. 









Suggested activity 13.1. How to prepare a sales contract? 
    Objective:  Study the content and important points in a sales contract  
    Duration: 1 hour and 30 minutes 
Form: Practice and group discussion 
   Materials: Paper size Ao, pen, contract template (to fill in) 
    Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Ask the participants: 
+ Who would you make the sales contract with?  
+ For which product? Have you encountered any problems? 
Introduce the content of a sales contract. Hang the paper size Ao on the board. 
2. Provide the participants with a sample sales contract and practice with them. 
Emphasizing on how the participants should make the most of the knowledge and 
skills gain from session 12. “How to become a good negotiator?” 





























By the end of the session, the participants will have experienced 







Through this session, participants will be guided on how to start their own business 
by improving products and enhancing their participation in potential markets.   
Business launching and promotion 
This is the time for the farmers to apply what they have learned to their business. 
New ideas gained from the course needs to be tested and certified with feedback 
from buyers. Encourage farmer groups, as well as individuals, to participate in 
community events organized within the framework of the project as well as outside 
of the project (e.g. fair, exhibition of safe agricultural products, product 
demonstration, etc.). 
Monitoring and evaluation 
Indicators applied for Monitoring and Evaluation of FBS include:  
 Reaction and learning outcomes: suitability of training program, whether 
training program increased business knowledge and skills, whether training 
program increased opportunities to have a network of farmers to learn and 
share information with, whether training program improved social interaction, 
whether the participants developed business plans, etc. 
 Behavior changes: whether the participants have developed a good business 
vision, heightened interaction with market/value chain actors, increased 
usage of price information and feedback from buyers to develop business 
plans, enhanced concern of business plan development before making 




The following exercises are intended to guide the participants how to market the 
product7. 
  
                                                   
7 Referenced on DA-CHARMP2 and CIP-FoodSTART. 2014. Farmer Business School: Facilitator's 
manual. Department of Agriculture – Second Cordillera Highland Agricultural Resource Management 
Project and International Potato Center – Food Security Through Asian Roots and Tubers Project. 
Manila, Philippines. 124 pages. 







Suggested Activity 14.1. Product presentation 
   Objective: Encouraging participants to present their product within a certain time 
    Duration: 10 minutes 
Form: Presentation 
    Materials: Preparing the presentation 
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators: 
1. Ask each group to prepare a short presentation of the product. The presentation 
includes the following information: 
+ Name of product? What are the main features of the product? 
+ Why should customers buy their products? Advantages of the product? 
+ Who can the customer get product information from? Which sources?  
2. Each group will practice their presentation in 10 minutes. Guide the groups on 
how to deliver the presentation in the most effective and engaging way.  
3. Each group nominates a representative to present. The facilitators and other 
groups pay attention to and comment.  
 
Suggested activity 14.2. Product display  
     Objective:  Improving the skills while participating in selling products 
     Duration: Half of the day or 1 day 
 Form: Displaying 
    Materials: Products, other necessary materials for selling, marketing materials.  
     Steps: Tasks of the facilitators:  
1. Preparing a detailed plan of the time, place, products to be displayed, the guests, 
the main message of the show, etc. 
2. Guiding participants to display products in the most attractive way.  
3. Guiding participants to prepare all the brochures about the products to hand to 
customers. For example: Information about nutrition, cooking recipe, and contact 
information for customers to contact when needed.  
4. Guiding the participants to be able to explain the benefits of each product. 
Ensuring the preparation is done properly and carefully.  
 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS EVALUATION OF PARTICIPANTS  







Case 1: Safe vegetable production and trade 
Part A: Identify market opportunities and innovate 
Mr. Truong lives in Sa Pa Town, Sa Pa District, Lao 
Cai Province. He is a hardworking farmer and 
wants to improve his income from farming. The 
family mainly grows rice, some vegetables and 
livestock, . Due to the lack of techniques and skills, 
he hesitated about investing in agriculture. He 
only grows S-explosion (NX-S F1), H’mong 
mustard, kohlrabi, ... in small quantities. Most of 
the time, he goes to work for as a construction 
worker in the city. 
 
 
Identify and evaluate the market demand 
During his working time, he realized that and food 
safety is one of the biggest concerns within the 
community and there is a high demand for safe 
vegatables. After talking to some of the collectors and 
restaurant owners he worked for, he found out that the 
restaurants needs  large daily quanity of fresh 
vegetables and many other indigenous vegetables. 
Meanwhile, they have not found a stable supply. He 
also knew that the demand for off-season vegetables 
(from May to October) 
was very high. 
Especially, customers favored indigenous 
vegetables. Hanoi customers were often less picky 
about the taste of vegetables, while customers in 
Lao Cai tended to be more sensitive. These picky 
cusomters are able to notice if he changed new 
varieties or planting time. With this information, he 
came up with an idea: "Why not convert the farm 
production into safe and off-seasonvegetable 
production to supply the market?”  
He identified two major market opportunities: 1) 
supplying vegetables to local restaurants, shops, customers and tourists, particularly 





He made an economical decision, accounting for the costs and benefits, and chose 
option 1 (the reason was that there was high demand in local market, the products 
would be sold easily if the quality was good and consistent.) The remained products 
(if any) could be sold in Lao Cai city market or Sa Pa day and night market.  
Identify and prioritize innovation 
After discussing with the collectors and customers, Truong developed his business 
activities based on 3 groups: 
Potential innovation Action plan 
Time, people in charge, 
places 
Technological innovation 
Apply new technology 
Learn safe vegetable cultivation and 
pest management techniques 
Asking for help from 




S-explosion is a cold 
resistant variety that is 
suitable for local weather 
conditions. It has a nice 
green color, is tender and 
delicious. On the other 
hand, the heat-resistant 
KK variety is strong 
against diseases and 
required less care 
 
Transferred from S-explosion to KK 
(CROSS KK) 
Actively asking the seed 
provider in Vinh Phuc 
about the KK variety. 
Winter: S-explosion, 
summer season: KK 
Plan to plant 400 heads 
first.  
 
Change the vegetable 
types according to season 
Summer (off season): cabbage, 
Chinese cabbage, cucumber, lettuce 
Winter crop: still growing cabbage, 
Chinese cabbage, small quantity. 
Mainly focusing on short growing 
time vegetables such as loosen 
cabbage, especially growing 
cabbage earlier to harvest the shoot 
later.   
Summer crop: consulting 
more with project staffs 
 
Innovation in consumption 
Packaging 
Learn how to classify products based 
on quality and to pack properly  
Farmers, inviting 
extension workers 
Building  relationships 
with customers 
Before changing new varieties or 
testing new products, contacting 
with clients first (regular shops and 
collectors) to consult for their 
opinion about the change. 
 
Regularly update information about 
Shops and customers in 
Lao Cai city. 
 
 Customers (including 
tourists) buy vegetables at 





consumer preference and price 
through regular customers.  
 
Explain to the customer the 
characteristics of the new product 
and accept sending sample products 
for them to try and collect feedback 
to make changes to their product. 
Cooperating with the 
transporter 
Transporting 1 time/ 2 days for each 
store. 
 
Innovation in operation 
Product supply support 
group 
Cooperating with 3-4 farmers in the 
commune to have a regular product  
supply  
Assigning tasks clearly 
Meeting with other parties 
in the consumption 
channel 
Meeting at least 1 time per week 
Meeting at least 1 time 




Part B: Planning 
Truong made a detailed plan of product distribution 
schedule for the entire year. Based on the distribution 
plan, he came up with a detailed production and 
segmenting production plan, in which he also 
distributed to other farmers he cooperated with.  
 
 
Part C: Implementation and evaluation 
Currently, Truong has built a long-term, stable and 
trust-worthy cooperation with some shops and 
customers in Lao Cai market. They usually order first-
quality grade products. Quantity and price were 
discussed and agreed in advance. These buyers 
usually require high quality products and willing to 
pay high price. Grade 2 or 3 products are sold in the 
retail market in Sa Pa, where there is a large number 
of tourist visiting. Notably, tourists tend to be less 
picky than customers in Lao Cai. Market information 
and feedbacks from partners are regularly circulated in the channel. This helps to 







Case 2: Producing and trading sausages8 
Part A: Identifying market opportunities and execution direction 
Lan and Phuong are two women participating in a 
production group called “Women With A Common 
Interest In Pig Farming of Nam Tri and Khoi Bung 
village, Bao Nhai commune, Bac Ha district, Lao Cai 
province.   
Livestock plays an important role in family income. 
However, in the years 2016-2017, the price of pig dropped 
to very low levels. This incident tremendously affected the 
lives of many group members. For crop farmers, a usual 
response will be that if planting is not financially beneficial, 
they simply stop production. However, for livestock production, if the pigs cannot be sold, 
farmers still have to pay the cost for feeding and even disease prevention.  
Identifying the market demand 
After a period of market observation, they realized that 
sausages are very popular, especially those that are produced 
from safe pork. They spent time to visit multiple sausage 
processing units and markets to study and understand the 
demand for this product. After market investigation in Bao 
Nhai, other neighboring districts and Lao Cai city, the two 
decided to produce sausage. When addressing the decision in 
the production group, many members did not support them 
due to the difficulties in product marketing. However, the two 
women still determined to bring their startup idea to life.   
Determine what to do and how to conduct the experiment 
  
                                                   
8 Farmer group in the project “Improving the economic position of women by promoting the agricultural value 
chain - Pork Sector Value Chain” Funded by the Australian Government, implemented by Oxfam in Vietnam 





Implementation  Action plan 
Time, people in charge, 
places 
Technical aspects 
Sausage production  







Study about food hygiene and food 
safety  
Inviting an instructor to 
guide them about sausage 
making techniques 
(through the 
recommendation of the 
Provincial Agricultural 
Extension Center). January 
2017 
Officer of Lao Cai Food 
Safety and Hygiene 
Department 
Consumption 
Actively searching for 
customers 
Coming to stores, fairs, schools to 
introduce products.  





Printing flyers with details of product 
quality, nutrition, contact details ... 
Sending as gift to relatives in the 
area of Bao Nhai district 
Product sampling at restaurants, 
schools, fairs, ... and receiving 
feedback from customers 
In March 2017, Lan in 
charge. Inviting staff of 
Lao Cai Food Hygiene and 
Safety Department to 
consult 
 
Experiment Fried sausage and other products April 2017 
Organizing 
Investing in machines 
Investing in machines, production lines, 
equipment, technology and inputs for 
the sausage production 
Considering loans from 
bank  
Organizing group 
Linking with group members (or via 




from producers and 
stakeholders 
Collecting Information and feedback of 
all parties in a timely manner. 
Lan in charge 
Improving knowledge 
Learning about market, selling skills, 
signing contracts, negotiating skills  











Part B: Making plan 
 
 
They made a detailed plan of product distribution 
schedule with a year-long timeframe. Based on the 
distribution plan, they came up with a detailed 
production plan and segmenting production plan and 




Part C: Implementation and evaluation 
After one year of operation, their average daily 
production volume reached 18-22 kg of 
meat/day/household, equivalent to 23-28 kg of 
sausage/day. Sausages are sold shortly after producing 
(production based on orders). Their main markets were in 
Lao Cai and other provinces such as Hai Phong, Hai Duong 
and Hanoi (at times, the production volume was up to 
over 40 kg of meat per day). In addition, they also linked 
with restaurants, retailers, schools and health stations. 
Products were promoted in many trade fairs such as 
Vietnam – China trade fair in Lao Cai . 
 
Their collaboration with chain stakeholders (including 
pork suppliers, customers, restaurants, etc.) is built on 
trust and long-term cooperation. They started 
developing many new products such as traditional 
sausage, processed pork roll, fermented pork roll, etc. 
Difficulties in consumption were solved in time. This 
production did not only bring economic benefits to the 
two pioneers and their group members, but also 
enhanced solidity in the common interest group. 
Members actively discuss market issues and propose 
specific solutions and actions to remove difficulties in 
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STEPS TO BUILD A LESSON PLAN OUTLINE 
 
Step 1 - Determining objectives of the session 
Before making a plan for one training session, the facilitators should 
determine the purpose of the session by answering the following 
questions: 
 Why did participante in this session?  
 Which problems can participants solve after this session?  
 Who are the participants? 
 
Step 2 - Determining contents of the session 
To identify the content of the session, facilitators should determine: 
 To achieve the objective of the lesson in Step 1, which business and 
technical content should be included?  
 Which topic should be guided first? Which one is for later?   
 What are the possible scenarios (e.g.: absence of participants, lack of 
supplies or teaching materials, etc.)? Contingency plan? 
Facilitators should consider the following: 
 Have you understood the content and issues in the lesson? If not, 
where could you read and know more about related information or 
who could you ask? 
 In each topic, which are the points that you want to demonstrate to 
your participant? What kind of tools and materials do you need to 
illustrate (e.g., specimens, field for practices, photos, videos, etc.)? 
 What are the questions that could be used to explore participants’ 
opinions or that they could ask?  
 What are the important points that need extra attention while guiding 
each specific session?  






Step 3 – Content preparation  
The facilitators should prepare sufficiently before beginning a session: 
 Which market to visit? Who to talk to? Who should be invited 
(collector, retailers, etc.) to discuss with the trainees?  
 Which vegetable fields will be used for practice experiments? Where? 
 Which study tools and practical materials should be prepared? 
 Which materials should be used to guide students?  Which excersices 
should be chosen for each session? 
 Which questions should be chosen to to cover the session’s content?  
 
Step 4 – Estimated time for each part of the session 
Although the study guide has suggested learning time for each part, the 
facilitators should base on the specific situation to make appropriate 
adjustments. 
 How long should the session (content) be? 
 Is it too long? If long: 
+ Which part could be shortened? 
  + What can be done outside of class? 
+ What should be left to another session?    
 How long will each content part take? 
 When should it start? 







PROCESS TO ORGANIZE A TRAINING SESSION 
 
One FBS training session include 3 parts: 
 
Part 1 – In the class 
 Check numbers of participants.  
 Introduce objectives of the session: which issues this session address, 
which knowledge and skills are provided, etc. 
 Training agenda (might prepare Ao paper/board to write) 
Guiding training contents, including exercises 
For instance: market visit or sharing with market/value chain actors (collectors, 
traders, retailers, restaurants, etc.) 
     +Guide the excersize methods: Contents that need to be collected;  
market/value chain actors who needs to be met for information.  
     + Emphasize on contents that are important.  
     + Assign members for specific tasks before visiting market (for instance: who is 
in charge of market information from traders, etc.) 
     + Contact the places where a visit will be taking place (if needed). 
Technical Content 
Guiding contents that need to be practiced in the field 
+ Guide the excersize method: Measure, count, observe, note, collect samples, 
etc.  
     + Emphasize contents with high importance.  
- Assign members for specific tasks. 
- Give materials and learning tools necessary for practices in the market as well 








Part 2 – Practice  
Business Content 
 Divide the participants in small groups, set an agreement on contents and 
time to practice.  
 Facilitators can guide a specific example.  
 Support participants throughout their practice session 
Technical Content 
 Assign the participants, re-guide contents that are provided in the class with 
actual practices, mention constraints/difficulties that may happen. 
 Arrange the location for groups to practice. 
 Inform the finishing time of the practice session. 
 During the time the participants practice, the facilitators support, including 
guiding about methods, comment, analyzing pros and cons, etc.  
 The facilitators express shortcomings that farmers can face.  
Notes:   
 Selection of the field and samples for observation are very important, 
determining 50-70% of the success. 
 ALWAYS select 2 fields or 2 plots for practice and comparison. 
 
Part 3 – Back to the class   
 Play game or relaxing art performance. 
 Discuss results of practices on business or on the field:  
Business Content 
 Guide the participants to share the information they collected, such as: 
+ Information collected from buyers (collectors, traders, retailers, restaurants, 
etc.)  
+ Select products that meets market demand and fit the capacities of the 
group and all group members. Suggest some questions for discussion. Three 
types of the following questions are expressed: 






 Why is there a difference?  
 What is your experience in this issue?  
+ Guide the participants to develop a business plan for the group as well as for 
individuals.  
Technical Contents 
 Guide the groups to analyze the results of measurement, observation, etc. 
from the practice. 
 Guide the groups to present their results of observation and measurement on 
a paper size Ao (drawing, writing, data sheet, etc.) 
+ Pay extra attention to three types of group discussion questions:  
 Comparing to the last time (or habit/Custom)?  
 Why there are differences?  
 What are your personal experiences in this matter?  
+ Assigning content prepared to each group (if needed) and set time limit for 
discussion  
 When the groups are preparing, the facilitators observe, encourage, guide and 
help them to prepare the content above.  
 Each group presents their results. Other groups challenge them with questions 
about the unclear or different points. The facilitators can summarize the 
arguments, different points or other ideas and discuss with the participants 
about what needs to be done or intervened after class. 
 The facilitators inform contents and time for the next session. Assign other 






NORTH WEST VEGETABLE PROJECT 
M&E QUESTIONAIRE FOR PARTICIPANTS OF THE FARMER BUSINESS SCHOOL 
 
 
I. General information 
Full name: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Address: ..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
1. What is your gender? 
 Male    
 Female 
2. What is your ethnicity? 
 Kinh      Tay       
 H’mong     Nung    
 Dao     Other, please specify:……………………. 
3. How would you best describe your farming system? 
 Vegetable only    
 Rice-vegetable     
 Rice-corn-vegetable 
 Other, please specify:……………………. 
4. What is your most important source of income? 
 Off-farm income    
 Vegetables     
 Other crops     
 Livestock    
 Other, please specify:………………….. 
5. Which Farmer Business School group are you a member of? 
 Ma Tra     Sin Chai AB 
 Ta Phin          Gia Phu 
 Na Kheo        Muc Pomelo 
 Di Thang         Other, please specify…………………… 
 Km 3      
6. What was your main motivation or reason for joining the Farmer Business School? 
 Have good understanding of market demand 
 Have good market orientation and know what the market needs 
 Learning new farming techniques    





 Having a network of farmers to learn and share information with     
 Greater confidence in on-farm decision making 
 Greater confidence in selling of products 
 Improved social interaction (e.g. with service providers) 
 Other, please specify 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
7. Which modules and sections did you participate in with the Farmer Business School? 
(Please select all that apply) 
Modules: Business  Sections 
i.  Group formation and strengthening  
ii.  Market chain mapping  
iii.  Identification and priorization of market   
opportunities   
iv.  Identification of innovations (change in  
     production, marketing, group organziation) 
v.  Business planning 
vi.  Maketing skills 
vii.  Others (please specify) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Modules: Technique  
i.  Seedling production 
ii.  Pest and diseason control 
iii.  Crop nutrition management 
iv.  Post harvest  
v.  Others (please specify) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
8. Which learning trips did you participate in?  
 Planting  
What did you learn on this trip? ........................................................................................ 
 Harvesting  
What did you learn on this trip? ........................................................................................ 
 Packing 
What did you learn on this trip? ........................................................................................ 
 Trading experience 
What did you learn on this trip? ........................................................................................ 
 Other, please specify …………………………………………….......................................... 







9. How do you evaluate the adequacy of the training program?  
     
Not adequate at all    Very adequate 
II. Impact of participation in the Farmer Business School 
10. Have you ever participated in any farmer group before the Farmer Business School?  
  Yes    No 
11. In your opinion, what are the benefits of participation in the Farmer Business School? 
(Please select all that apply) 
 Have good understanding of market demand 
 Have good market orientation and know what the market needs 
 Learning new farming techniques    
 Learning new farm business management skills 
 Having a network of farmers to learn and share information with     
 Greater confidence in on-farm decision making 
 Greater confidence in selling of products 
 Improved social interaction 
 Other, please specify 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
12. If the training brings benefits on business knowledge and skills, compared to before the 
training, at which level does the training increase your business knowledge?  
     
Not at all    Very much 
13. If the training brings benefits on ………………………………………………………, compared to 
before the training, at which level does the training increase this knowledge?  
     
Not at all    Very much 
14. Which activities did you do together as a group? 
Activity Yes or No Activity Yes or no 
Buying inputs together (2-3 
farmers sometimes buy inputs 
together when they see benefits) 
 Yes  
No  
Telling others about new 
varieties/new crops 
 Yes  
No  
Sharing knowledge in production 
(use of fertilizer, pesticides, 
disease, etc.) 
 Yes  
No  
Borrow/lend money 
 Yes  
No  
Telling others about your product 
selling  
 Yes  
No  
Group business plan 
 Yes  
No  
Others (please specify) 
………………………………………………… 
 Yes  
No  
Others (please specify) 
…………………………………… 
 Yes  
No  
 





     
A lot less  Same  A lot more 
16. Compared to before FBS training, do you collect price information more or less 
frequently?  
     
A lot less  Same  A lot more 
17. Compared to before FBS training, do you get information of what varieties are 
preferred by the buyers more or less frequently? 
     
A lot less  Same  A lot more 
18. Did you ever discuss or share the following information with anyone? Who did you 











Price        
Product attributes 
(size, colour, etc.) 
       
Consumer 
preference 
       
Opportunies with 
new buyers 
       
Issues/challenges in 
production 
       
Others……………………..        
19. Do you agree with the following statement: “Compared to before Farmer Business 
School, I use price information and feedback from my buyer to plan my production and 
business more often”? 
     
Do not agree    Fully agree 
20. Did you make any changes/innovations to your production and business activities after 
participating in the Farmer Business School?  
 Compared to last year, did 
you…….?  
Compared to now, are you 
planning to ………..? 
Try new production 
techniques 
 Yes    No  Yes    No 
Try new variety  Yes    No  Yes    No 
Try new production 
timing 
 Yes    No  Yes    No 
Try new buyers/market  Yes    No  Yes    No 
Strengthen the 
relationship with 





 Compared to last year, did 
you…….?  
Compared to now, are you 
planning to ………..? 
existing buyers 
Try new commodity * 
(other than vegetables) 
 Yes    No  Yes    No 
Others (please specify) 
…………………………………… 
 Yes    No  Yes    No 
Notes: The answers in the table do not include changes made by support from the government (e.g. 
support in new varieties).  
21. If you give answer “Yes” to *, what kind of commodity could you apply knowledge and 
skills that learn from the 
FBS?...................................................………………………………………… 
22. Do you inform your buyers (e.g. regular buyers, etc. about any changes to your 
production/marketing?      Yes    No 
If no, why?............................................................................................................................  
23. In your opinion, how do your vegetables compare to others on offer in the market (size, 
colour, wilting, marks, bruises)?  
     
Much worse  A bit worse Same A bit better Much better 
24. Compared to other seasons, how do profits from your vegetables?  
     
Much worse  A bit worse Same A bit higher Much higher 
25. Compared to before the Farmer Business School, how much more confident are you in 
your business ability? 
     
No change    More confident 
26. Compared to before the Farmer Business School, how much more confident are you in 
your production techniques? 
     
No change    More confident 
27. If the Farmer Business School continues in the future with new topics, would you 
participate?         Yes    No 
What would you recommend to make future Farmer Business School better? 
 More interaction with actors along the market/value chain    
 More training on farming techniques 
 More learning visits        
 Other, please specify: ………………………………………….. 
 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME! 
